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PUR OSE OF THE FORUM,

he PROJECT..2004:FORUM was intenciej to be a meetihg4of professionals

to identify future trends in:sociOlogy, economics, and education and to
digcuss these,trends in light of future program purposes'and direction of .

agricullture,fand agribdsiness educatioq.

There were three important components of the FORUM. 'First, twelve

noted specialists .n'the fields of education, agriculture, developtential
psychology, business, sociology, morality, and economics made presentations
in0iired.by what they saw as prdnanent, future changes in their respective
disciplineg. Secondly, a listening panel of -selected agricultural educal-
tors fronitcross Iowa and the Unito,d_ States probed the'specialistg on
those matters Oat were identified as impotant on agriculture and agri-
business education. .Thirdly,othere were round-table discussions and
interactions by all-specialists and, listening members in ordeAto.
place those identified trends in perspective to each other.

This review and analysis of current program purposes of agriculture
and: agribusiness education in terms of projected social, agricultural,
cultural, economic, educational, and occupational changes resulted in a

....

orevisedfphilosoph*fal base, for the foun ion-of curriculum development
.

iii agriculture and agribusiness educat n. '
.

."This FORUM was but one .phase a U
1
S. Office ofiEducation.currt:

culum development project adminis ered through t'he Department of Agricul-
tural Education, Iowa,State Uni rsity. '

FORUM PARTICIPATIO
1

All sessions of thi- FORUM were. open forpubl,i_c attendance, and these

was no conference fee. ow0er, all but official FORUM j?articipants were
required to absorb their own room 'and meal costs. Official FORUM partici-
pants included ipvited akers, listening panel, Projecte2000 staff,'
Iowa State Agrieultuv'dl Education Staff, and the.Project 200p Advisory
,COmedttee.' .

Public participation in interaction discussions was limitedduripg
kesentationa, but any persoft was allowed to take an active part in the

.,
large group tntqra ti n sessions.

. .

it ., ., Iff ,
,

Presentationsl.w re odPinterest to secondary and post-secondary ;

agricultural educ to s, university personnel in'related disciplines,-and
state departmknt publiCinstruotion staffs, as well as other people
`.9who would be/inv d in the futune of agriculture and agribusiness
educttion.- . -.

.

PerSons er sted in attending the FORUM' were asked ciomplete and

return a iSre-,r tration form,. indicating dose presentat ns that they
desired to.hea nd sessions'they Wished to attend:

5 At
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0
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t

0
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4

it
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r
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1
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,'Agricultural Trends, Iseues,'and New Direction's in Iowa

J, Merrill Anderson f

Central! National Bancshares, Irk.

Des Moines, Iowa

A. Agricultural Trends.

1 Growingnumber of family operations--Tamal or informal--where ,

.individual members specialize in one phase of-production'(crops.'
1or livestock). ,

.

..-..

'2. Growth in group marketing concept--cattle feedlot rtlesjrogram,
FGDA srain marketing pooi, Vinton quality wain ma&eting direct
for exports. .

. . .

! .

. , .

1.. Expanded use of computers to-determine feasibility and profitability.

of farming practices and, expansion.

4. Farming as a business,
t

a. Less away of life f6r farm operations; but growing interest*
by others in rural living.

b. Competitioniforland; zoning problems, jgdor J',i0ntro4e, etc.

. Increasing, influence of consumers and consumerisuron industry

a. Including the agricultural industry, ,

b. On prices. .

e. Controls.

d. Legislation.

. e. Taxes, imports, exports.'
6

6. Increasing influence of the press,

0

a. Young'reportews with expert training in inves4gative procedures

aril Sbilities to use words effectively.

b. Sometimes have had little actual ekperieftce in the fields on
which they,are reporting but have power because of widespread

circulation of their views through medial.

c. Congumets with little background in a.particulay.industry
dependent upon retorting. Facts are not always what they SEEM.

t

1 4"
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7. Increasing land values very much in the press.

Sales of land often based on factors other than productivity--,'

develoriment fo'r residential -- availability' to neighboring farmer

' who has invested heavily in machinery and needs additional land
,to make it ecdnomically sound--only chance 4uring his lifetime
to add to his spread.

b. Values not.based on"productivity Of 00.andior its return to
'

the owner.
.,

/
.1

c. Most of the "millionaire far mers" recently referred to in .

front7page article\of Iowa's largest newspaper are millionSires
on paper--land worth large amount, but in order to get it would
have to sell the farm at top prices--so only way to become a
millionaire farmer is to get out of farming.

Issues

4

1: Agriculture to continue In the public eye as consumers are concerned

aboutltod productiqn, qUality''and prices of.food,.exports, conserve-
tion and.environment. This will retuire a greater emphasis on com-
munication skills-for farmers who can also utilize these. skills in
dealing with top management in banking, farm supply production and
food production.

4

2P Growing public dissatisfaction with soil erosion froth fall plowing

-and similar environmental problems.

3. Exit -entry oblem will get worse instead of better unless more
progress ii%ade.in improving farm business organizational structure
and in changing tax structure.

4. Are,we headed for con nual emphasis in orop production and a reduced

emphasis in livestock p ,auction?

a. If so, What are the imply aciong for Iowa's economy, the number_ .

of family farms needed, t e meat processing industry, etc?

h. In 1969, cash farm rece pts in Iowa from livestock accounted for
75 percent of the-total with crops accounting for 25 percent.

c. In 1974, cash receipts from livestock accounted for 52 percent of '
,

the total and crop receipts accounjed for 48 percent.

5. Continued influence on crop and other farm prices from world evl)

produciioq and other world economic coOkitions.
A'

6. Issues that *ill affect agriculture:

a. Inflation.

b. Export policy on farm commodities.

c. IJ- S. role in world food situation.

15
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d. Emphasis by Congress and- 44ulatory agencies in meeting the

Clean Air_16d Cleanllater Acts...

f. Land'use pOilq--national and.st,t

g: Tax Policies-vioptrty, estate and inheritance, investment
credit, tax sheltgrs in.agriculture.

h. Funds for agrieulturalre

-41e
. Transportation--impZcvement in roads, railroads and waterways.

7. Food complex. ti

a. Agriculture.willbe foca I. point for the future.
4

b. The image of the farmer is at an all-time high. He will need to
transfer this interest into "power' to solve pfobleths.

C. New Directions

le, Increasing importance of capital,in farm operations- -size of operating
expenses, cost ofefficielft size farms, confinement livestock operations

.

1

inflated costs of farm machinery.

.. Need to fUllyntiliz crop residues to- produce livestock.
.. . .

k

3. Moke emphasis on mana nt, and marketing skills forafarm ppel1ators

withOut reducing t icar prodqdtion knowledge and skills, '

,

4: :Growing interest
of thilinformatign
letter's etc.)

marketing information and interpretation
eting information services (hotlihes, news-

.

5. Therellrbe a substantial changeover in agriculture in the next 5ito
10 ytars as those Who etarted'farmingafter World, War II reach retire-

, ,men't age. 04e-third of Iowa farmers today are 55 years of age 61.'

older`. 1
6. Question has been aegued in the press, on media shows, by churchdi-,-

in universities-and d011eges;--Should the U. S. use food as'a b'
tering tool in international affairs?

$ , - . 4

a.' Question could never have been- raised had not the U. S.- had that

tood in abundance -- produced by America's faritherse Rather bitter
011 to raise tke food andthek heveopinione as to how it should-

. .

. be used downgradedin public print. . ,

....// .. 'at
,

- ! , ,

b: Othei` 'nations:have few qualts in using their products as barter

i to gain products anti economic assistance they require. Ai examples:
1, 1

oil, raw products,' technically advanced machines, etc. S
^

`,

16'
a
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7. Agriculture is ,Iowa's basic indusegymore than 76,000 jobs in
Iowa are provided by'the state's pork industry, alone.,

a. .We have$/ithin our borders 25%.of all the Gtade A land,in the
ti nation.

b.' Iowa is #1 in total farm population--in 1970, 544,000.farM
residents. First time since records started (1910) that a ,
non-S6uth state led in farm population.. 19.2% ofthearate,,

census._-population was on farts,'aetording to 1970 c- 0.
/ 4

C. Iowa's 36 million acres of land, 34.3 is in farms.

d. 71% of the arms report having livestock, 47%.reported marketing
hogs,, 17. reported marketing grain-fed cattle, 16% repdrted talk

)
d coys, 352,0,repored beef cows--1973 'figures.

e. 83% of the Iowa farms raised corn, 61% grew soybeans, '40% produced
oats for grains.

f. The Iowa\lievelopment Commission reported 502 of IOwa's\-laanufac-
a, turing industry is agriculture-re ted. 14

de 8. Marketing.

a. Recognition that dreams of $3 to.45Per bushel or cwt. are
impractical.

b. .New marketing programs willbe evolutionary rather thah revolutionary.

c. information .level for farmers la higher: Theysee cooperatives
as solutions to marketing and.procurement. Cooperatives 'are
recognizing, that loyalty withott,service is''a myth.

9.. Grain.

a. .Grain markettlIchannels will'be watched with a Ciutioue eye
by farmers.

b. The industry will have to establish its integrity fror to
successfully establishing new services.

c. Changing grade standards could 4(ave a marked influenceoon the
marketing system.

.10. Livestock.

a. Animal health, cooperative marketing schemes, Product merchandising
A, promotion, supply,'demand, transportation, gdivernment regulations,

environmental problems, imports.and expOrts.will continue.to be in
the forefront.

b. Livestock producers are accepting challenges tb change this industry.

-t

c. 'burrent influences, government, marketing agencies, farm organizat ns,'
will need to step up programs to keep pace with the proddcer and w th
the new image.

17
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Adtances and New Directions in Technical AgricUltuxe

/ Keith G.Barrons
Dow Chemical Corporation

Midland, Michigan

,

A lobk back is helpful when projec/tiRg'the futuiel., What fackOrs have.'

I

-ND

.e.

s.

'made American agriculture'so productive? Ho/lwas it possible to do

average crop yields is the last four decade's:A
.

,

.in animal agriculture? We have tremendous land.resources, of course,

ble-
.

make luch.remarkabl advanls

and \.\\

*Abundant energy has been available;'We have the.infrastructure neces aryfor

,allhigh level of producti*ty and bur earmers have had.inCentiVecLi

Hut these positive factors existed befdre World War"II when average corn
-

yields were about,one third what theY.are today. During this,aame period many
,

mA'.
other crops have

productivity and

roductIon.effic

increased,by 50% to'100%. These improvements in crop

maw parallel advances in poultry, dairy and livestoc

ency must be Attributed to new*techno&gy... Of cauXse had-

.

-some good agrid ltural technology before this yield revolution but it often hadA ,-:1 A

-4piecemeai appliCation. Only aidti farmers put it all together with a systems I
id. .

,

1-
approach dtd our technical agriculture research and development begin to pay

a. improved cultivars and breeds. '

.b: betteirop and ISoultry.and livestock, nutrition.

c. improved di4as and pelt control.

d. advances' m-husbandry and management practices.
.

, .'
e.control

'

of physiology. -, 4°

S

. 0
Now iet!s project these,five aspects of :agriculture technology. 'What

I ,

r \
new advances are at the threshold.or on thehorfzon? 0 they impact on

4 /
k -

agricultural ation needs? .

. `----4. f'
V

a. Genetic fmpro ement of plants and animals. ..

Y

. In early times hereditary Improvements.came about merely by, selection of
. ,

..., .

natural variants. Then we"learne0 how,`-to induce variation by hybridizatyn and

4
s.

-

r

-

18'
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in recent yeas we,hve made wide use of hybrid vigor. These methods Will

IP, -. '

-.

. . .

continue to be important t now we are, a new age in plant and animal, breeding.
. a ^ - .

, -- ,

Asexual` hybr ization as a.tool ler mak wide crosses, tissuecultdre of
.

induced somatic Mutations; productionSof haploid plafits:froM polleri, Apomixis,
. .

,

,eAbryoimplantatiorq:these ar'e snme'id the techniqdesrmodern plant and animal

. , ,-
',13teeders'ire ,allEipe-abouti %Inis highly specialized_ game. Vomorrow's'; i

. .

t.,

eeachrs'SnOtomoreOw's fa. rmer can
,
Or dly madt e r this new "genetic engineering" .,.

, , .. . ''''.,

teChnology,',bucthey should be aleft to development's that, qan:.further,advance 4 (..

/ .

. i . .1 . , i
4

p,.

ti I .411' . ., ,
s

.'

productivity 1V, , . i .
4

I >
0

'440 .

b., Better nutrition. .
. ..

I .i . ' 4 ' ,

iuedsmentals are imPortadt. Wise dectsione on levels of N, P and Kto
,

.
. F

't

,

t ... ,
. . ,, . , , ., .

.

,i,

use On, a gTven Sotl encl.:14th 4, l'Ari set of ecdeomics' must 'be. Wade by the
,,

,/, .. .
,

, a
,, '

'4/" e
'

% 4.:

1.' producer. '0,111y-with a 'Basic ulderstanding 'oen he do this 'and .c.ari .tes.,.. utilize k s

....

. , /
. ,

.. ,,,,:
. .,

newialpwIedge of ainor ilement,nutritiOn., 0111....with'qgo9d iclowledgi-of soils
. ._ . . i4

4,os .., ,' - 4 1
.

and plants can he.make the 4isest decisiens,pnnew tdchnology such as coated
d o .

. . . : . , . . -,

fertilizers, 'nitrification, inhibitors,' and chelate0 mthor,elements._ Ripay
:. . '.,.. )

a 4

',somellay.have new approaches to nitrogen fixation by, nori-legudinOds crops.'
,-.

.

-a .
.,

Poultry nutrition m4 be:predetermined by,,the spedialist;Who formulates
a

,,. i

the feed but on-farm decis:iont will still' be Igportant with 'livestock,
,

, .
.

particularly cattle. New methods,of.improvirig,the nutritive value .bf hay Ito
I 1

. : ./ , '
/ .,

silage 051 losys,to,bItter use waste'productij6.important aspects of
. ,

.
A ,i,

ipproved. and more profitable livestOik.nutrition.-.At O the top of the
. .. .

list are new techniques for pastureand rangeimprovement. Much research is
..

.

underway,on,the indukrial production of single cell Proteins and these

1-

someday be available'as feedstuffs.

.

c. Superior pest and disease control.

The number of new drugs and pest cotrol'products made available for crop.

AIP

4 4

and livestock protection h6 been overwhglming during the past two decades.
.

.

,

there
.

is no aspeci.of farming to day,thore important than belg able -to diUnose

/.., 19' ,
4 '

I

I.
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1

. .
'

. . r

a koblems51 an appropriate remedy or pteventive can be chosen. Many new, and ,
... ..

, .

' 1.

,

oftgn more spedific materials are "on the drawing boards:' and accurate itenti-
,

1

fication of
4,

techniques_

-

ingects, diseases, and weedi.will'become even more-!impoitant. New
4

of determining when pest control'measures are really'neededare
44,

. undOr development.
'

. . .

Much research. on control fhtough better integration of chemicals with

1:441og/ 1 and .cultural methods is underway:,!There is-no way a producer of'thd- 4*.
.

,

future -ca take advantage of this neW'technologyexcept through,continuing

1

study. After some basi6s'related to pests, today's would-be farmer needs most '

of all to, understand what his, sources of reltable information are and how to
j

use. them.
1.

d.' husbandry

'Crop and rivestock'husbandry-involves*mOre than 'bi.)3ger equipment and

more efficient structures" True, h of our? of forts recent decades,,have

.

1
been directed toward labor -saving metiois,-cettainly important in'our recent

f

e
.

.

iconomy. But inthe future,,management for energy economy and'for profits,m ay
q , ,

. . .

be more,impOrtant than further labor- saving machinery. lamPlegi,improved

ways eb. prolhice and store forages.as

some, soils, zero tillage tb conserve

already,menttoned; minimum tillage, and, on

soil andt keep tractor costs-04'1,-. Modlfliad
. 4,

, ... ,
.

. .

tillage and skl conservation practices will be of utmost importance to Our
4 4

national welfare and in tie long run to the individual farmerg too.

e. ,Physiology control.

. . 0

The use of DES to improve growth rates in cattle is the,best known example, .

bUt even though the use of this-material may be terminated,research on modifying

the'physiology of animals and plaits Is going on at a rapid pace. There will be
AP

-more. growth promoters for poultry and livestock and many' regulators for crops.'
.

Some are'ini use now; for increasing the flow of latex from rufiher trees and the,

,

storage of sugar in the cane plant as 'well as a.number'of hortiCultulal

.

applications. I expect - that-someday we...will have a growt h rlulktillosiorto inhibit

20
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.
.

.

-.:.. ... ,
.

'. ', plant respipOon and thereby increase the retention of tixed carbon.tit , q
1 .s

Significant, increases in yield of crops like Soybeans. could result.
. -

1

'In conclusion we will
d
seermany advances in the technical aspects of

!.

I
. . .

.

agriculture; ones that can improve Orie-ductivily an profitability if properly
, .

i e _ - .

. , .

applied. The business-oriented 4rmer cannotAav e all this at his finger tips
t. ',

.
--.. e\, ,

1,114 if he has'a grasp of the fundamentals and the know-haw and inclination,

rip keep up 4fh,4 fast-moving agricatutal'tedhfinlogy,, theyorld can ke hrse
.. ,

t.

.4

%

p

A

r
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Itends, Problems, and. Issues Ahead. in. Woad Food Producti

Ginn W. Burton
.USDAand UnivetSity of Georgia

Tifton, Georgia
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I. An Overview
. :

. ..
.

:i.

A.
.

Man has been a huntergatherer 99% of the time that he has-been
on earth., , . 1

1. Ate well of a great variety of foods

2.. Worked less-than 20 hours per week

3. World population during this period probably no more than

million (Lee and DeVore)

B. Population Explosion

.1.

Time.

Beginning to-1830
.

World Populatice
1 billion

2. 1830 to 1930 .2 billion

3. 1930 to 1960 . 3 billion

4: 1960 to 1975 :4 billion '1r

5. 1975 to 1985 5 billion

6. 1975 to 2010 .810.14on

. An example of the problem

t. .

1. India' had a stable population 1900-19
.

a. .Half of the babies died.

2. Modern medicine saves the babies and the population increased

110 million form 1961 to 19/1.

D. Population growth rate:

1. DevelOping cointries increased from 2% per year in 1950 to

2.5% per year in 1970.

2. Deyeluped c6untties declined to less than 1% per year today:

22
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E. The developing nations with 70%- of theworld's peop],e,agcount for
86% of the world's populatiofi increase.

F: Different perspectillos:

v.
v.

1. "In a world organized for the full usepf technology and the
proper sharing of effort, there would be.no danger of running
out of food either, in this year or this century." (R. I. Jackson,
$A0) * .

2. "In the real world in which we live, running out of food is a
recurrent danger." (R. I. Jackson, FAO) -

G. Food toaat: The 4'billion irethe world today have about 20% more
food per person than the 2.7 billion people had 20 years ago.

,II. Food Consumption

r 4
A. Grain consumption per capita:

1. USA I

a. Direct consumption 120 pounds

b.' Indireq thru meat 1146 pounds

c. Total 1266 pounds

2. India .

a. Direct consumption

b. Indirect hru meat

"c. 'Taal

B. ,Affluence

400 pounds

0 pounds

400 pounds

1. -Commands agricultural resources

2. Increases Consumption of livestock products

3. Indirectly increases grain consumption

4. Increases food cast per capita

. .

C. Marie an 2 .oui of 3 people in the world live in countries with

average annual incomes of $ 200 per person or less.

'23
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D. Malnutrition is largely t1- -04:At of poverty; Nation-wide
poverty is-largely the result qf low 'productivity.

1 4

E. Inflation is causing more hungk and 'more malAutrition than
lack of food per se.

The developed nations can noe'fLd the world; about 90%of theF.
. _ .

world's food is eaten in the countries where it is produced.
.

III. ,* Food Production

A. Total food production: 1954-197

Developing countries expanded 75%,

2. Developed countries expanded 65%\
%

a.

xl

B. :Food production per person: 1954-1973

1. Developing countries increased 8%,

2. Developed countries ineieased 33%

C. Notors affecting food supply

1. Land

2. Seed, -fertilizer, pesticides, etc.
CI

3. Yield`-increasing technology

4. Weather and climate

5. IncentfVei

..
D. Climate

I

lh

1. "Present day-climate is Much warmer than the average of the
past several centuries!'

2. "A, return of the earth to cooler conditibns is a realisti
expectation over the long run."

3. "Advance knowledge of long-terM future changes of climate
is not yet available."

(Atmosperic Stientists),

'2z1
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E. Green revolution

1. High yielding varieties

Fertilizer

3. ImprOved manament
NOD

..,Pesticides

5. Irrigation
41,

6. Doubled wheat yields in Mexico in 10 years; quadrupled in,20.

71. By 1969 only 12% of the high yielding variety farmers followed
all recommendations.

F. To produce*mote food per acre farmers need:

1. Higher yielding varieties

2. More fertilizer

3. Water control

4: Bettbr cultural,methods *

5. Pest control

6. Multiple cropping systems

7. More kritow-how

8. Price incentives

9. Financial credit

G. Governments

1. Must insure inputs

2. Must. provide incentives

23. Must provide credit

IV.. Examples of Increased Production:

A. Grass cereals

17! Supply 75% of man's energy

25
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di t

2. .Supply over 50% of mal0s Protein

3. BA grass cereals lack protein and4Sre usually deficient in;
/ one or more essential amino acids

B. All food constituents in 'cereals are under genetic, control (,

1. Opaque-2 doubles ly sine and trptophan content irr corn

2'. Floury-2 doubles lysineand increases methionine 50%, in corn

3. 'Hyproly' confers high protein.nd high lysine in barley
, . .

*
*

C. K. Ji Frey IowaState University transferred by intro-
grespion

,

genes.from wild oats to cultivated-oats

1. Increase grain yiel .25-30%

,2. Improve grainprote n content

3. Improve straw protein content

4. Raise grain oil content 12%_,
4

5. Give resistance t6.5 diseases

D. tancota hard red winter wheat:

1. Contains 10 to 20% More protein

2. Has high yield poientiltj

3. Has good disease resistance

4. Has excellent milling qualitied

5. Has excellent baking qualities'

1'

C. 3 II -
' 3.' 61 G

a o

4.

43

6. Could produce 100,000,000 lb. mare protein per year in Nebiaska
a

7. Bred by Johnson, Schmidt, Mattern, USDAINebr. cooperative effort

Wait Must Be Done:

A. Hungry nations must:

1. Plant ,more aeres

2. Produce more food per acre

26 a
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B. Hungry nations need :,

1. Bette fooi stovage

2. Better food distribution
1

C.''Slogan popUlar In communist C a: "ttoile

man M4o)

1

a

food everyWhere.'

. . . .

D.. The developed nations must continuo supply food to help avert
-famine due to droughts, ,floodq, etc. But .only to tbe hungry when.
acute shortages occur, .

E.. Food aid.: 'The-U.S.A. supplies 80% of all aid

1. $ 25 billion since 1954 . .''','

2. It can o nly be temporary help
r

'F. We help people most when tae help them help themsel?es

G.' Lowering agricultural-trade-barriers offers one of the best ways
to enhance world T. security. *

H. - "The technology to produce enough food.for 4 billion more ptopTe.
in25 to 30.years with present diets is nbt on the books:" (ERS

. and FAS).

I. Lather man limits population before it is conceived or famine will
limit it afterwards.0

1w

ta,

s
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9ignificant\Scientitic Trends, Issues and
Developments in America"and'in the World

1,/.Nevitt

Deputy Laboratory Director -Research

* Argonne National Laboratory'

. .

The views expressed here are those of a aCientist-wh6 has spent most

of his professional career at a National Laboratory;.perfeiming and directing

basic research on' materials-s-metals; ceramics, and liquiae--in consonance'. .
with ;he interests of the U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration.

Awe*
As everyone knows,'the USAEC, which was dissolved in-January 1975, had as

one of its most important goals the development of useful civilian applications

of atomic energy, while the new agency,.. the U.'S. Energy Research and Develop?

went Administration,.hes^responsibility for.the full-range of civilian energy

optionsincluding solar, geothermal, nuclear and fossil systems. .

4 -
* 1

It should be obvious,at once that this piepentation will pro!Orly not.',

contribute much ip a'direct way to charting,a future in education associ-- .
--

AN A . '
. .

afed, with agriculture. In 'fact, the views expressed-here could be'regarded as
.*%

b)1
narrow an'cl-ii5rerchial, considering the.befIcgroPnd and experience of the author.

-

If there
9
is value here, it lies in some thoughts on two,broad futurerends.in

science, esiseen in a large energy research and development laboratory.having

wNit4ifferent scientific responsibilities. One trend-is largely cultural (and

therefore salrewhat "non-scientific") and the other more traditional and analytical

(and thus'more,"scientific4). Since po field of human. endeavor ,has benefited

'more from science than agiiculture, such considerations mpy be ussful.=. 4

The two trends and the issues that follow from them can be stated easily--

itis more difficult to treat,heirl:Ull dimensions, particularly in a shor4pper.

They arie:

- 1: Science will be- engaged in an inFreasing number of cultural encounters

with_Other segmefits'ff society and these encounters will influence the
-

style and the role of science
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2. .The traditional reductionist analysis approach in science - -choosing'

silrie_problems and models with a number of controllable

variables- -will share a partnE
.

multivariable systems in an integrated way.

ip with an approach that deals with

11*

Neither of these trends new or previously unexpressed. But each seems.

to be taking shape rapidly and reach-is likely to affect the science underlying

energy and agricCIture in a kindred and coupled Way.

th
1. Cultural encounters and their influence on the style and role of science.

This is a fairly recent trend, offering a rather striking contrast to an

earlier, dichotomous situation when science was a communitAapart, usually

respected and occasionally feared by other parts of socie
k
y but. rarely communicated

with in a real way and albost never chap.enged. But things are,changing; sci-

entists associated with nuclear energy (the technology, rather than the science)

can describe recent interchanges with activist groups that areketter described as
g

. -.
.

"confrontations" than es "encounters". Whatever they are called, they have

been fractious, painful attempts _at dialog between aliel culture grace's, com-

municating with each other in primitive and unsatisfying ways, which must he

t
improved. .

There are other events and institutional activitiesenow taking shape, whigh

are also part of this trend and which may_providg more productive and influential

kinds,of cultural intercourse between science and other sectors of society, the

public in. Particular. One of these is exemplified by the decisions of the U. S.

Energy Research-and Development `Administration, the National Sciggce Foundation

Ihoand the National,Institutesof Health.&) hold public hearings throughout the Nation

to get input andradvice on choosing aCientific.goils and programs and on selecting

research proposals to impfement the-programs,,.ERDA has dhosen two' routes;

holding same hearings on' it own and also commissioning the National Academy of j

Sciences to include public hearings as-an aid in structuring its study ofniplear
to.

energy' and its alternatives,

29
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While such actions have betn stimulated.byOub14. pressures, they are

. --

also a clear manifestation of a desire:on-the part of-the science'communitySnd

,,

'science sponsor to develop a better rapport with'other cultural and societal
N

o

eleMents. The role and styl of science will undoubtedly be'iAluenced. It is

likely that in time a new arm'of scientific effbrt will delflop as a bridging

function lb other ultural elements: a new body of public-policy science will

emerge, and a new component Of scientific literature will probably take shape,

*--

' speaking at once to the public and to. the science community. Whether science

as we know it will -.be "di4uted" or "enrichdd" by these new elements is sure to
m*

be debated.
A

2. The treatment Of complex, muitivariable problems as a complement to

the-eradttionaf scientific approach.

In a way,'this trend is related to the preceding one. Clearly, scienc's.

A

inablilty - -or unwillingnessto deal with complexity has inhibited its intercourse

with other. part of our culture.

Researcheis in the agricultural sciences may find the"trend statement

naive. Agricdlture scientists have per forceldealt with many variables, not

under uniform contr61,'and'have found statistical methods and models to cope.

with such*experimenlal situations. The physical scientist, doing bench -tfop or

even large-m4chine research, has luxuriated, so to speak,'in his ability to

contral with much more certaintly a much'smaller number of variables. But now,

physical scientists involved in-research dealing with energy anditsftechnollatcal,

economic, environm al and social options and trade-offs are experiencing the

di culti arise. from the compartmentalization that theii traditional

approactLipas engendered.

In energy reseafch and development', "everything is related to everything

Ilma

describing the total interplay-of energy, materials and
. .

n needs is the only onejthat is valid! fldsuffifiently comprehensive for

e se." 'A'cOmplex.model

energy-related 'science. -Subsystems of this model will be the essential matricle

30
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. in formulating scientific expression.
1.-: .. .

.

Fortunately, science can tsp.tetalogy or Asistance,imonsiraoing
.

. .

onc again that the flux of information from basic to applied science can be of
. , .

.
,

either sign. The discipline of systems amaAgLis and its essential partner the

high speed.digital computer will perM'ir the scientist to,deal - -with confidence

. .

if not enthusiasm- -with problems and models of high complexity. qnly an

adverse attitude.on the part of the scientist himself can slow this trend.

Will-these two trends, if they are valid and enduring, generate evol+

tionary or retautionary Changes in science? There is no clear answer.

Revolution usually arises from an internal crisis rather than from external.
°

forces. Thescience community.is not entirely complacent at present, but neither

is it crisis-oriented. Simplistically, then, evolution should be expected.

Such an evolution should hopefully occur at a measured pice, retaining thevelf-

4
' dated traditional scientific foundations while developing more productive inter-

.

actions with other elements of-ouc.culture.

r /

i
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. AGRICULTURE AND YOUTppIN, THE YEAR 2000:

DEVELOrMENTAL N EEDS 'OF, SECONDARY- ANDPOST - SECONDARY YOUTH
o y

1

# /
.Robert T. Havighurgt
Univeraity,of Chicago

I-

ACcording to tile -conyentiona/ wisdom ,young people take a'major.solid step
-

into adult idahtity by- getting ah0 holding a, stable job. -Mere are ilmost no
. :

other alteinatives for boys; and -girls are'more and more adhieling their initial' 41
. 1

adult id entity-through a Job rather than through marriage.

A

1,f at any period In history boys in their late teensior early twenties, have
4.

..

. difficulty finding jabs, this'is generally taken as g serious social and personal'

problem predickive of-alienation, or political disturbanc6, and also df delin-
. .

s
quency.

, .

Since the nuthhers iof young'people reaching the age of.18 reached 4 million

for. the first time in 1972 and will continue at this high leVel until 1979 after
., . .

. . -.-

.whiCh there will be a ratherItharp drop,'it was to'be expected'that they Might ..
.

: . .,

ekperience more difficultY.ketting into the adult labor force than their older

. . N,"
.

siblihgs who reached their twenties during the 1960'i, when they.werg in seller
r. ,

,t.

age cohorts.

This situation was worsened by the severe 9gonc;mic recession which came

scion after 1972. The result is that in 1975-76 we have the highest ,rates of

yontkudeMployment sinceothe Depression decade,of the 1930's, and possibly the

current level of youth nnemploytent is greater than it was in the mid-1930's:
a 4

:The DeMOjiaOhic-Situation. The relevant population fdCiare shown in Table A.
.

Even inthe best of economic'conditions, the United States would have a problem

''\ 1111

of youth unemployment during the 1970181.dueIto the temRorary very large birth
4,- .

cohorts of the -1950s. Iri.l975we hayet41milliolryohng people between the' ages

of 1 and 24,compared with only 22 million in 1960. This group is about twice
. .

as large as the groui. 55-65 who are moving out of the labor for:C*eiduring th*

3 2
,
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, 0

decade. In 1980 the situation will be equalb, diffietilt; with, 41 m*11ion'in, the

15-24 age group. After that,± th4 age group will decrease in size, due-to the

relatively low birth rates since 1965. Thus-the youth unemployment probilem is
,

critical for the next tertyears, and may requir,§ temporary measures.for this

emergency period. Table A shows that.the ratio of the 15-44 age group to the

,25-04 age group is 50 percent higher for the. period from 1970 tb-1980

n it was in 1900. .

The unemployment figures foryoung people haye received less public atten-
.

. .

ion recently than the unemployment levels of the 25-64 group, the men and wothen

ho have major responsibility fdr.family support. However,. the Cofficial"lunem-,

ployment, data published by the Bureau of Labor 6tatistics,, stete.that-the unem-

ployment rate of youth (defined as the 16-19 year'age group) is 'three times as

high as the rate for the total labor force'. FUrthermore, the Atual unemploy-

ment rate Of young people may, be over-estimated or under-estimted by the INS

statistics becautie so many young people seek work only in the summer, and they

spend a,consiaerable amOunt of time looking for, iork, which marks them as "unem-.

ployed" at those times. On the other hand,Imany'young people (and older ones

as weli)' simply give up the search for work because they are convinced that it

is.useless to try to find a job. They do not register at an Employment Service

office and therefore are not counted As "unemployed." In any case, the 'ELS fig -,
ures for 1973 shdwed the 'unemployed" 16-19 year olds to be 30 percent of-the

total±unemployegrouP of all ages.

While the crisis is most alarming in the slums of the big cities where

people are the principal victims of poverty andunemPloyment, as well as trans-
(

gressors in the crime statistigt_it is also present, perhaps n ainore enduring

form, in the villages and the rural areas, where agric re and Agriculture-
*

serving business are the' main economic' base. Table 1 giyes the number of 12-'

yea4-olds, as of 1960 and of'1970, and their distribution betl& urban and rural

1 areas. In 1970, twenty7six percent of 12-year-old children lived on farms or in
,

33
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. villages with less than 1Q00 population. Table 2 gives data-ogn the occupations

. ,

of males, age 16 and over, in 1970. The farm occupations' absorbed 4.5 percent`

of the male workers, while 29 percent of boys in the country were gro.wingup in
. -

.

rural areas.,,It is common knowledge at the proportions if farmers and farm
1

',

workers in the male labor force have decreased as shown here:

Percent of farmers and farm
workers in labor force

Educational Objectives for,Youth

- 1910- 1030 1950 1960 1970

35 25 15 '10 5

This gloomy pictureof the crisis for youth would leave most, of us ,convinced

thi't the besiplace for young PedPle in this situation. is Ilk the big city, and

perhaps no the village, but the small city and the_suburb of the large city. -Still,.

these )(ming people are pretty, Much penned up in high schools and colleges, pith

little .chasce to experience much of.ihe real world. As the. Coleman Panel on Youth

observed, in their 1974 Report on Youth: fransitiontd Adulthood, the objectives
. 1

of,a Modern democratic sdciety for the growth of young people betwpen the ages of

15 and 24 should be-the following.
r

Objectives of Self-Development

1. Cognitive and noncognitive skills,necespary for economic inde-
pendence and for occupational competence. We refer here not only to'
verbal and mathematical skills, butte's° to a.variety of social skills
and of manual and technical skills to fit the wide range of contemporary
occupations.

2. Capability for effective managegent of one's own affairs. Self-
direction an self-management are essential in a coiplex.4Orld.

3. Capability to engage in intense concentrated involvement in an
activity. Great accgmplishments and small ones alike arepersonIlly
satisfying when they grow out of "inhei motivation which propels the
person and focuses his,or per attention."

4. Capabilities as a consumdr, not only of
cantly of the cultural riches or civilization.
adult -life flows from the developmeht of taste
literature, music, and history.

goods, but more signifi
Enrichment of the 4Wre
and understanding of Art,

4 Objectives of Social Relations
A range of types of involvement with other people is neededifor the

social maturation of youth. 1
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. . 5. Experience with _persons differing in social cla ss, subculture,

and in age. Fora society which, is committing itself to a demoCratic
culture pluraliim, as ours is doing, it,is es ntial that young people
expand,their social and moral horizon to inclUde a concern for people
'withOdiversity of ife-styles.

. 6. .Experience.pf having others dependent on one's actions. Full

adult responsibility as'a spouse, parent; and citizen requires caring
fob others who need assistance.;

Experience of interdependedt activities directedtoward Collec-
/ ti :oals. A healthiLsociety requires cooperation and coordination
V

of he activities of MMay people. ,The ydung person needs experience
, in the roles of leader and of'followr.

It must be clear'to all of us that'mpst young people today have less' oppor-

.6.. ' o _

-- tunity than they had-a generation ago to achieve these objectives. The age-

r segregated high School and college needs to be supplemented by other forms of

'maturity- building experience.'

.

'The Next 25 Years for Small Town and Rural Youth

Itfappears tothisiter that the youth of rural America may be in .an unus-
. /

ually favorable situation to get the kind of,growth-promoting experiences that

they will need, even though onlya minority°of them, may rook forward to'fving

On the tamily farm or in the rural community as iirnow functions.
. .

The reason for this is that the technology of the American economy seems to .

'be'in f6r some major' transformations Irwhich gret, out of what )iL are now 'calling

the "energy crisis." Inable 4 we see some carefully-studied data on energy

production and consumption. The oil -reserves of the planet will be exhausted

,

by the .year 2010,- if they are consumed at the 1972 rate; and if they are used to

maintain a!morld industry growing at the rate of 5 percent a year, they will be

gone by 1991. Coal reserves are very large, and might last for 200 years. Bpt

- .

the cost of gathering and using low-grade coal as a major energy source will

raise the cost of energy so much that other sources of energy will be sought.

A government commission, reporting in1972-, predicts that the linited States

. f-
....

and the rest of the world will turn to nucleat energy as the principalsource '

shortly after 2000. .

46.
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.Only recently, with a'growing interest,_has the U. S. government and the
4

energy industry turned to the one source of.n atural energy that io4nexhauseible
,,

%

for the, foresee4ble futuie--the daily flow.of
r
energy from the suri to the earth.

There is a growing literatdre which takee the possibilities in-solar energy

seriously. Congress p sed the lar Energy Research, Development and Demonstra-

tionAct in 1974.
%

Most of this'energy is immediately lost to use by man for his immediate needs%

It raises the temperature of the earth's surface which cools off at Aigt;

it produces air currents, some of which are used by windmills; and it produces

____yggetation, some of whiclii is immediately used by man for foodlhd fiber, and

some of which collects to become the base for fos.sil fuels Of the far-distant .

.

future.

But the collection and use of solar-energy b'y man is now under.way oft a,grow-

aing scale, nd is perhaps enduring solution of the energy problem. A var-

'iety triptety of machine collecting and converting. solar energy are now-in use, mainly

for home-use. For example, Israel and the Arabian cities get.hoe water for do-

mestic purposes from solar machines on roof-tops. And such machines can be used

to drive electric, generators.

Mesarovic and Pestel (Ch. 10) place reliance on solar energy as the resource

for the future. They,speak of covering up, to one percent of the earth's surface .

with "solar energy farms," at a cost belween $20,000 and $50,000 billion, with

annual output of energy equivalent to about 200 billion barrels of oil. 'Since the

energy would have to be transported to the plates here it could be used, this

would be done partlyby high-tension electric cables,but mainly by electrolyZing

water to prOdutehydrogen gas. All this will require research and-development.

Solar energy may be collected and"converted by man-made machines, but a

ler process goes on all the time in nature, through photosrthesis of plant life.

The special issue of the journal Science for May, 1975, devoted'to Food contains

.

the following statement by J. J. HoLsfall, Chairman of the National Academy'of

36
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Sciences Committee on AgiiculturalProduction Efficiency: "It is the business

of agriculture collar and'store solar energy'as food energy in plant and aneal

products:" Various plants have varfbus efficiencies of photosynthesis. One of the

more efficient ones is born (maize) which ranks third in world production as a food '

crop. The corn plant produces grain and thedplant itself, which can'be used for

fo4Ifor fertilizeror for direct enprgy.production.
/ .

David Pimental and colleagues have studied cbrn as a source of energy. They

measured the "e
n
ergy inputs" on a opeLacre field of corn in units'of a.thousand

calories (kdlocalories).- Theman7introduced 4rgy (through machines, gasoline,

labor, fertiliiers, transportation, etc.) totaled in 1970 to 2.9 million kilocal-

ories, and piOduced an amount of corn with an energy value of 8.16 million 'kilo-

calories, or an output/input ratio of 2.82. Thus the corn crop returned 3 times

. as much energy as the growers put .into it. Two thirds.of the energy output was

provided by the sun. This is a favorable ratio, but the energy in the corn output

from an acre of land producing 100 _bughels per acre represents only 0.4 percent of

the solar energy that strikes a on -acre field during the growing season., Adding

the energy value of the corn plant, one finds that 1.26 percent'of the solar energy

is turned into the energy in the eornplant and its grain.

'This May appear to be a low efficiency, but it is not bettered very much by

- ti
the most efficient of contempoggyesolar energy machines. #rinkworth reports that

mar
..4.

corn}the maximum efficien6f-of ersion of solar energy into usable energy, to date,-
. ...

is but
.
2 percent. 'Zeltich, in the Special Issue of Science on Food, reports on

,,, . , .

studies,aimed at "Improving/the Effiectency of Photosynthesis." The process of

photosynthesis combines water with carbL dioxide from the atmosphere to produce
? . . .

,

. . .
carbohydrates (plant body plus grain), which can be used as food, or as sources of

eenergy through production of methane and alcohol. Some plants are much more effi-

cient users and convertersof solar energy than others. There is every reason to,

. expect that research will raise the efficiency of the use of solar energy through

agriculture. But one basic fact comes through in all the studies of energy sources.
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They all cost more in terms-of humanldbor input than did the exploitation of

petroleum 'production undd4the conditio5s'of 1925 -q5.

Significande for Secondary School and College Lave' Education.
It is inevitable that the curriculum, of general educAtion for Ages 12 to 20

. 40-

will be deeply permeated by study of the civic and technical spects of energy.

production, utilization, and conservation. National elections will probably turn

more and more on policies of the political parties for energy.

Young people in-the rural areas of the countryw111 be more and more involved

in the technology and the politics of energy production and use.

As the economy turns more and more to coal, and especially to low -grade coal
e

which`is widely disperbed in areas of sparse population, the coal industry will

-become more-and more closely linked to rural population.

If the economy turns to a much greater reliance on -photosynthesis for the pro-

duction of energy(farmers will breed, the most e icient enery-proddcing plants,

and will cultivate them vigorpusly. Vocational'agriculture will specialize mare

and more on. teaching how to grow crops that are most efficient energy producers.

On the arid lands, which generally have a maximum exposure to direct sunlight,
,

a new kind of "energy farm" will'probably develop, consisting of energy collecting '

machines that cover every availabledvuare toot,of land. The Winston Compound Para-
.

bolii Collector may become- the major device for efficient energy collection.

.These machines will need tending, and the machines that utilize the solar heat to

produce elettrical energy will need tending. One can visualize the vocational
n

agriculture courses in schools and colleges of Texas, Arizona, Nevi Mexico, Utah,
..

Nevada, and the Dakotas, carried on in schools of agricultural a ineering, and in,

high schools that preparaatudants for the colleges, as well as for operating "

family eneigy farms.

. Let us be clear, now, that this image of the future is a real one,, 1.f the

act}ial cost of energy production is as low or lower than the cost of energy from

the atArOcleus. We may be sure that thefederal government as well as private
. -
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industry will devote a great deal of money to research on energy resources boot:

, nuclear and solar, during the next 25 yeas.

,

Nuclear energy,haea more clouded lutire Tn solar energy, for two ,principal
.

. , L..:
. ,

l 'reasons. The two. sources of nuclear energy that are conceptually possible are:
. ,

.

.

. -

12 The breeder reactor that useguranium'And plutonium to produce energy--'.

e -,

from heavy elements and at the same time produces' dangerous by-products together

-,.._ .

.

with an enormous amount of waste heat. This method is. now being developed with

heavy capital investment.from the major utility companies., it'requiree a large-

capital outlay, ana is dangerous, both in its technology and it political imp

cations.

2. The fusion of light elements (protons and neutrons) into uch light and -

harmless atoms as helium, withConsequent production of energy. This requires

temperature intensity such as that.of the sun's surface, or a bigh intensity of
,

magnetic field, which has not yet been produced on a practical scale-on the earth.

If the problem is solved in a way that produces cheap energy, tie future will be

licared,fpr. But few experts believe we will have commercially available energy

.from nuclear fusion by the year 2000.

,

Meanwhile,*the solar energy is here, everNIday, onlya fraction. of one percent

of it being utilized by humans for their present needs.

It will be important for this conference to get a clear' conception of the

energy resource problemover the next 50 years, from the physibal screntiark.
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Table A.

6

4 r

DEMOGRAPHY OF YOUTH, 195072025-

.. ,.. ..
----.

Year 1950 1960 1970' .. 1984 199p .2000 2025
. . ,

-Age 2iNmillion) 22. 24.1 36.4 140.7 37.5 49.7 "1.9

4%4lb.
.

'Percent of total 14.6 13:4 N. 8 18. 4'" 16.7 15.4- 131.9

15-24/25-64

4 .

.29 .29"

ge

1
.41

a

.40. .32 :32. .28

.AssumptiOns: Fertility af ieitaCetneitt level fkoin 1980.

Innigration, 400,000 pir, year.

1

1OD

r
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. .Table I. U .S . POPULATION, 12 YEARS OLD. 1960 and 1970. .

Total Population:, Age 12 Per,eentage' DistfibutiOn . : .

1(Thousands) Urban Rural
1000-4500 Farm & 'Below 1000

19§0 1970 1960 1970 alipli" 1970 . 1960 1970
Ath .Se llik .. 3; 574 11,183 66 71 4 3 30 26

_.

Male -1,818' 2,1 3 66
A

71. -, 3 ' 3, 3...1 / 26.
,.

Female .. 1,756 2 466-1 ,,, 3 3 31 ', 26: ,
.,

-.1 Age

Tab ] e 2. OCCUPATION OF .MALES , AGE 11 AND OVER: 197,0.
,

.-

). , 4. , (Thiius and s)
-elo, -'1, # I .

-,
.. ,' . ,,.

1 1.6+ r. 16-17 18 -19 20-1124

Total;i Mae 47,623 1,223' 1,71 4,90 5,649,
c du ations? '

Forme Mgrs. 1,348 *
Laborers &

Foremen 795 8.212 -70.3 100.0
' .7°

.`8% 6 46.4

Median Age

40.2

76.2 50.8
.

70.6 36.4

Paid'
.

730 640 38.2 90.2 67.4
i

Unpaid ;Family. 1

Workers 59 16. )5' ;4 12":1 . 9.8. . 3.2
re' ...

4- to
. . r i

d

4 I "\

... P e r' c e n. t
4
a g...g s4 .

.

.

:
Tot al Male

,

6. 0 , ago no.
.

10( roo
v#

Occupations tom` 7.1 .* 4.6 .../- 2.9 2.6 .

Farmerd & Mgrs. 2.8 . , 0:4. 0.5 0. 9 1:4'
\ I

'Laboters&
e .

Foremen ' - 1.7 .6. 7 4.11,7
/

Paid
.4

I 1.6 5.4 .3.4

Unpaid Farm
.Wofters 0.1 1.3, 0.7

2.0

4

4

1.3

,

/.2 ,.

0..1

37.7

. 20A

r

6

; \
.05

.

s5

11,avighurst,

I

° d
°
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' Table ENROLLMENT IN FEDERALLY AIDEp-40CATIONAL CLASSES,
COMPARED WITH TOTAL ENROLLMENT IN GRADES 7-12.

PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS(

\k.
Year 1948 -49 1960-61

Total Enrollment '

Grades 77172 6908 100

-,(Thousands)

.11,73341100

Agriculture 373 5.4 508, 4.3

Home Econo4ics _ 800 11.6 1100 9'.4

Voc. Trade &
Industrial . .370 .5.4 345 .2.9
Education

Wt,
'4011

1

1970-71 1973-74'

17,50 100 18,400 100

370 /2.1 380,N2.1

1,934 1.0 2A( 14.6

450 2& 500 2.7'

4*Sdurce:. U.S: Office of Education: Digest of Educational Statistics, 1974.

Tables 4.7 ande and 49. Adapted.

'Vote: Listening Panel_ members commented that the 'above figures to not .

.!: include those ltudents enrolled in off-farm agricultural taxonomies
- as created by the 1963 Voeational Education Act, and Dr. Havighurst

agreed that the data'as presented by the Digest of Educational Std
tisties was confusing. ,Hbwever,'since there was no available copy

of the Digest, the project' staff could not verify tiledata as stated
_

... above. / ,
.

.

II

lb
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Table 4. OIL AND COAL RESERVES"

/

gil Reserves Future Coal Reserves Future

Percenx of Years of Productiop- *Percent of Years of Production.

Proven 1972 "Growth Known World,' 1972 Growth of

Reserves Rate' of 5% Reserves Rate . 2% a year

Notth America ig 7:1

Watern Europe '' 1.9,

Japan 0.0
Australia 0.3
Eastern Europe '11.8

Latin America ,4.9

Middle East 65.8
Main Africa 3.4

.
.4

South Asia 1.9

China "i: 2.9.
s

World 100

r .

1 ,:. 4. .

,
':'

. 161, . °

.
s

Source: Oil and Gas Journal, December-25, 1972, TroCegtings of the World:Power
-Jo ,

Conference, 1968.
.

.

....:

4

12

80

4

15

26

19

58'.

30 '

23

105:

37
r`

AIL
qg

.

a year
,

9

33

4

11

',I 17

14

'28.

19

16°

38
.

'',4 21

.

16.5
1.7

0.2
1.7

59.1
0.3
0.0

00.2

101:3,

s_
18.9

,

4-

1237

1$4
253

652

2993

1214

75

:1555

646

1998

. 1725.
...

164

78

91

131

207

163

46
175

133
187

180
s ,

100

*

Type of Energy

.

ENERGY CONSUMUTOrUNITED STATES AND 74E WORLI
goe -

U ite4 :tate's 2? "14..; tr o f Worl d

'I". tent of total Percent of total
1

1968 1980 2000 = 1968

Coal, 21.3 18 13.8 .39..9

Oil . 43.3 3 :2 31.4 . °.42.7

'Natural Gas
8

31
5.
3 28.7 .24.8.., 9.6

Hydro % L ?.01 .3.1 2.9 7.4

Nuclear, bot.2 Ot 10.0 27.1 * 0'.3

. IF
'total Quadrillion

BTU

1980 2000

20.4 11.5
52,,3 47.8

16.0 ,
6.4 6.0

4.,Z 18.7

62.4 95.1 190.0 ' 127.3. 249w6 641.2

28 ." . .33
....

.

1 a
t' ,*

.

.

(-r)

United States PliEent
33 tof World.CoAsudMIT6n

t .
. :

Soule: Commission on Popill Growth, and the American Future, Vol. 3.

, Population, Re ources, and the Environment, 'Ch. 5.
. . . ,

.,.'4 .

44 '" ..
. Havighurst.
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d0 hANGG PATTERNS IN VOCATIONAL DECISION MAKING I,

H. B. Celatt

American Institute of Research
Palo Alto, California

The process of making vocational and 'career decisions appears to be

debeptively simple. It starts with the universal question: "What do you

4W

want to be when'you'grow up?", and ends with t1 25 year *etch when retiring

from the cdtaliAny.
4111'

However -- which persons manage to_end up in whidh jobs--is the result

of a long, complicated series of decisions based upon many factors and events
ti

occurring throughout the course of one's lifetime.

In order to explains(and predict) this complicated series of decillons

a.

and events, theory builders have constructed elaborate and elegant concepts,

phrases, and models. The fact that these decisions and eventsare alMost

impossible' to explain (let alonepredict) has, not dissuaded the theory bOlders.

Not'only is the complicated process of vocational and career'decision,

making being analyzed, desCribed and predicted; it is also being taught! Careen-

education is a reively young movement, but it is viewed with greaeinitial

.nthusiasm in this Country.

The enthusiasm comes from the faith-that this new career education can

t' deliver all that it promises. And yet,.several'yeara and; several million dollars
411

later, we are still required to accept career education on the basis of our

faitfi in the movement.

In spite of 0e..difficulty of defining and analyzing individual career

choice in'spite of the lack of evidence of results from education in

career choice, there are some trends, developments,. and future concerns in this

area which should be,considered when estgitishing philosophic principles and

designing,program objectiVes for 'nil:Alit edubation at secopaary-post secondary

levels._ My sumeary.of these is outlined below._ ,
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. -,I. PhIlosophicai Considerationh.
.

_ ,.,, , ..
., ' '* . .

.,A. Should publ education provide training or interventions.to influence
. -..

or improve individual's vocational Id career decialon making?..

"\----\- .
1. In unplanned, unpredicted, uncontrollable events are the

predominant determiners of,career choice, education may have.little

effect. .01

2. If interventions are desirable and feasible, on the basis of what

values should they be made?

3. Should interventions 'be direct (teach.people) or indirect (change

epvironmigt) .

4. Should you teach students what to d cide or how 'to decide?

B. What model of career development should be utilized to design educational

principles, objectives curriculum? .

1. po people choose their vocatioh by a rational process,6fdeciding

Which one?

2.- Is careef choice purely intuitive?

3. Is it fortuitous, accidental ?, Do most people use a fatalistic

design strategy? Aww,
. 4'

I

C. What are some current unresolved issues?

1. Will productive work continue to be a value in our society?
a

2. Is secondary and post- secondary school toplate to provide

education in career decision making?

A 3. Do minority groups need a special kind of career education

a
program? A special theory of career development?

4. Are'tests likely-to be more hurtful than helpful in assisting

career decisions?
ti

5., Is the 4 al of meaningful, satisfying work for every individual
, I

realistic. Desirable? .

.

. 6. Do the IA leg's of career decision making li.e in the economic

.44
*

system rather than in the educational system' 46,

ti
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II. Developments and Trends

. A

A. Identified factors influencing career decision making

1. Genetic endowment and special abilities

2. Environmental conditions ant events

3. Learning experiences

4. Task approach skills--the result of yet unexplained interactions
4

between learning experiences, genetic factors and environmental

480
conditions.

4444.

B. Major problems associated with individual career choice

1. Conflict in values (and/or lapk of clear values)

2. Insufficient.- information (or too much information to process)

3.
ir
Uncertainty'of putcomes

C. Changes in decision making today

1. The old, safe, convenient reasons for deciding are all but gone;

a. because of Revelation, Holy Saltrture

b. because it's right, "E should"

c. because it's tradition, "Everyone does it" ,

d. because of my experience

lit. We now have a society of pluralistic values

a. valut clarification is more necessary

b. value construction is more possible
t

c. value conflict is more likely
tow

3. Our culture has changed from experience rich-information poor to

information rich-ekperience poor.

a. dec/sion makers need to learn how to process-the rich information

availabl'
AliP

b. gaining personal experience and utilizing others' experience

-is another need'

c. dation continues to teach is if its clients were experience

7h-information poor .

4
'46' Ilk
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.0
' 4. There is growing shift away from the worship of rationality

6

h. does each action or choice require a prior pUrpose or objective?

b. iiiiintuition real?

c. *could human'choiCe behavior be as much a process for discovering'

.411W

goals as for act,114 on them?

D. Possible trends in the future of vocational and careerkchgicds

4 1. Increasingly students will be taught gerieralskiip of lecision

making inelementary and secondary schbols.

2. 'College and adult education courses will continue to be popular
o 34

in career and personal decision making.. t

3. The issue of values indoctrination vs. values education will

confront-educators.

4. The cost - benefit ratio of career selection may'take on a very
A . 41114

different look...-

5. Strategies, techniques and scientifn methods will be taught and

utilized for predicting possible futures.

6. "Vocational guidance"may be more in the form of major, institutional

_-
changes, majqr social reforms) and new legislation than in individual

counseling or public education.

7. Testing, as a movement in career placement and selection will con-

tinue to face strong criticism.

8. The rapid and efficient processing of information will have its effect

on how and why personal decisions are made.

9. Leisure, life style.; avocation, etc. will grow beyond its curreni

reciprocal 'relation to occupation.

10. The debates of free will vs. determinisT, autonomous than vs- a

'conditioning society will be renewed.

11. The results of civil rights and minOrtty movements will change the

nature of, certain occupations.,

48
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12,t, Career innovations such as job sharing, etc. will-Continue to grow.

13.' As is always true, many new occup:ovwill exist by the time

current students enter the kImarket.

14. There may be a return to "the good old days" in regard to the

preferred occupations.

ti

as . 49
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NEW MORALITIES AND OLD: A RECONSIDERATION *

Dr. Paul Wilmer
Yale Divinity School

New Haven, Comet-ie.-a

-
I. Now in a period of moral questions,

A. Confhsion abounds

B. Skepticism has grown greatly

II. General reflections about moral issues'

4
/

A.' New moral spirit has been*created in our presence

4
Creatfon of'a wide-spread "Moral Conecfousness"

2. Looks as if large humbera of people have been
morally sensitized ,

do.

B. An -easy, kind of moralism has developed, partly in cause of
vulgarism, and partly in consequence of a\popular pedagogy

1. A notion-has been created that everyone should be-
come cognizant with qua....moaral factors which
permeate our society

2. Also; there is widespread enthusiasm for teachings
everyone who he is; i.e. self-identity'

(a) A sign of morality is that everybody speaks
out/On hj.s particular interests

(b) In consequence we have had interest groups
speaking "like mad". The result being that
on any public issue we have had, if not an
educated, at least a "gabby" group.

(c) Pop culture has'been so:rich in easy assimi
4.-.1.ation of all this to moral notions, that

Anyone who does the above is credited, al-
.

. most in advance, with'being morally serious,
sensitive, and earnest:

V.%

* Sidipary outline as it appears here was prepared by Project Staff from
the taped presentation.

4
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III. New morality seems to be a widespread proclivityto think that
being moral is a matter of adopting a policy; and policy consf=
derations for groups, for nations, for professions, and usually

\larger constituencies.

A. Having a defensiblepublic policy of whatever sort is a
popular moral posture into which people move without

° 8crisis or personal turmoil . #

B: Morality in our day is cheap -- you get it by exposure

C. There is a tendency to be preoccupied with questions of
public policy, and having Nothing less thai1 a general,
critical attitude toward eveiything, with a high sensi-

*.tivity and suspicion of authority

1. This passes for being moral s

2.% 'Causes fbr the above:

(a), Government and legislation has been used
to change or modify "wretched" social

. arrangements

(b) The notion has developed that the life
of learning-can arm us with.a caps y

to change. It has been further developed
that change pis not only contemplative,
but also activistic, and can be ari in-

.
strument for productivity.

(c) That is,,learning with legislation tends
to create a sense of restlessness; a sense
that we must 4o something with learning;
this implies that we must have policy to
regulate and order life.

100 D. eatiog of "New Morality" is the moral temper in'which
the creating and sustaining of an interesti augmented in
,t rection of a policy, looks like the heart and 'sub-
'Eitance of being moral. 'Many kinds of groups, people, and
circumances profess to this.

E. Consequence of New Morality:

.

1. It makes criticism easyand plausible and un-
leashes countless critical demeanors

2. If we agree that the formulation of a moral policy
is accomplished by, gaining a kind of sensus 04
interest groups -- and if that is 011 way that a
person's morality is going to come -- then the '

difficulty is getting a consensus of interest

51
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groups.
.

(a) Results in widespread disagreement that
further results in a new kind. of skep

/

-

ticidm - ori

(0* Also, people begin to settle for a pic-
ture of human life that is terribly
"average".

IV. Old moralities (e.g. of Christian and Jewish traditions,. Socrates,

Aristotle,, and Plato) have always s'id something else.

A. The "Old-Morality" has said that it is a kind of morality
which does not always lead to a clear-cut consensus;- But-
rather,' it .says that the big task .of morality is not to.

produce policy and policy satements, but rather to cul-

tivate people who can cope with a huge range of circum-

stances.

Old morality's purpose was to cieatepeople --(who would
be virtuous, courageous, just, temperate, kind, resolute,,
and eventually whowould be so,eontent and,at peace, that
they might be cal ed happy -- even when faced wit great

obstacles- and /or justices.

B. Notion thatjmorality consists in relieving all suffering

is one of the illusions of the twentieth century.

The old morality was always not identified with sciencand
legislation, but identified with the deep,.personal cul-a

ture-and also with the humanistic tradition.

1. The aim of humanities'was to make a person con-
tinually capable of wonder, having a zest foi
life, a feel for marvels, and acapacity for
admiration.

2. Old morality would make oft capable of overcoming
fickleneas, cruelties; and inabilities to cope.

D. Obviously, we still need policies, but Socrates had it
correct when he stated that ethics produced character, and
that queitions of policy were finally matters of politics.

a

I
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LABOR TRENDS AND NEEDS OF SOCIETY,DURING THE NEXT DECADES'

Rupert-Evans ,

Bureau of Educational Research
University of Illinois

. Decreases in birthrate means fewer youth to educate. Elementary schools

are being shut down all ON>ef-the country. Elementary teachers are unemployed.

The next to be affected will be high schools. Inevitably this will mean

high school closings and consolidations, and fewer jobs for high school

teachers. 1974 was the peak year for high school enrollments. From now through

the late li8O's high school "rollMints will go downhill.

Teachers in other fields are even more concerned about the figures on

'changed birth r s. Teacher unions-have begun to lobby against funds for

11

teachers colleges in an attempt to slow down the flow of new teachers who. will

compete for new jobg.

But a-socational,teachers we must be concerned about another kind of

effect of changed birth rates: we must be concerned with their effects on -

F
, I

the labor tnarket. For more than forty years this country has had the highest

rate of youth unemployment of any industrialized nation. Since 1960 this rate

has gone up partiCularlY,sharply until the current rate is;,almost 20%. For
.

young female blacks tffd rate -is over 40%. By 40.y standards these-rates are

intolerable. On the other hand, it is a wonder that they are not higher..

Youth between ages 18 and 21 have the highest rates of unemployment-among

those seeking full-time ark: In 1960 there, were less than 10 million yobth

between ages 18 and. 21. It 1978 this group will peak, and there will be 16.6

million people in this age Tange. Assuming that the 20% unemployment rate.
-

continuds. to hold in 1978, 3.3 million will be unemployed. .But if we had

4 created.no Aew jobs for youth between 1960 and today, the youth unemployment

rate would be far over 50%. Somehow we have adjusted reasonably well to the
0

situatiotrof having almose 7 million mare youth aged 18-21 in 1975 as compared .

with i960. 53

.4-
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But What about the future? By 1987 the- population aged 18 -21 will drop

. 1114

'to 13.8 million. This means not only fewer students in high schools between

16

now and 1984,
.

but It also means 4 million less 18-21 year olds seeking jobs in

p e Add-1980's than now. Even if we do not creat# any additional jobs' during
.

try next, ten Years; we are.going to be faced for-the first time in this century
,

1

with a atiortage of youth in the labor force. What does this mean .fiTt. vocational

educators?

One way of assessing this problem is to look at what has hapilened in other

- -

countries- which have faced shortages of young workers. Japan and Germany are .*
_

perhaps our best examples. Both had low birth rates after W. W.,111,1. Both'

had rapid expansions of employment during the 1960's. Both have had extreme .

shbrtages of young workers.

Germany imported young workers from Siouttlern Europe. Japan did not

import young workers. Both found that many 'tasks. formerly .done by young .

.
workers weue no longer being'done. In Japan today, a young worker' 4 known

universally as a "golden egg," a valuable, desirable oommoiiityrfor any

community or employer. The attitude of Japanese society toward youth has- -

- . moo
, . , -4

changed markedly, and I suspect that the -attitudes of youth about their on

Worth have changed ass well..Youth.in Japan and optimistic-and sure of them- der

selves:
tat

Similarly in Germany, German youth are self-assured.' They know that if
.'

.

. . .

employment declines, the youth from Southern Europe 'will 'be sent home_and

, . - 4
German yOUth will still be needed by society. .

.

.
.

Both Japan and Germany have expanded When

. . ,

. . .

youth are scarce one cannot afford to have .them unproductive. .
..

4.1
V

p 4
4 , , ,

that will happen here as we face shortages of young workers during t

1980's? The most likelA,possibility is that we will,do as the Germans have

done,.and Import young workers from Latin America.' If so, we Will need

vocational instructors who are competent in Spanish, Creole, Pbrcesguese and
A
0.

French languages and cultures. 5 4
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.

Regardles of 0,hether we foal° the _German or the Jaimnesemodel, or a '

. .... .

., ,

'Fir' *- - 40
/model of our own', .we are likely fo sere a confident U.S. youth lab9r force .' :

''' ,./
, -,

disdaining lob/ paid menial work and seeking.vdcational
l
skills which will -lead

'
to highet -4 aid irOduCkon and serviee jog's. Industry will demand effective' .

-iodal, educatiOn for handicaPped and .daadvaritaged youth and 'will be glad'
v .

,:
, . .

. ,
/ I

tat. empl y th'im. i VoCttional, education fbr young adults and retraining. for

.

older - adults =will °get hl Iti. '
it

10/

"t?

pa But agricultural -teachgxs_are also concerned with ung farmers. What -

Mlb 41""'" . ',, IP , ..

: ,
, .. S ,

1 "'" " abOut the age group 25=39, which has been a $ulliatk of Atericip productivity

.. and 4tAbtfleSTZ -One -re 4scfn -theft' people 'have tibeen. productive is that they 41ave,
. .

had log} unemployment. -In turn this ha:Mken covered by their slow expansion
-...

...__
41 ;.,,,,,,,, - . .. ti '

.

...

AIL
. . in nuMbers: Tn the 1940' s tRe age group,increased in- size by onfy 500,000Tr''

-6
4-. . '

:

In ;heti:40's it increased by:Only '700,00: : Igilt in t4e 1970° 's -it will
.

,. 2: 4

increase try .15,b00;000. There will be plenty of 'people who want to be' young
.

. .,,

- ,

, . . .....flamers, blot- fhereAn't be enoughWbs. \ \
4

,

6
Vocationol edvacatcts :will have, jobs in spite of the clef inite decline .init

f.:°

lo

' t ,

se dary 'school 'enrollments and the probably declinein post-secondary. school
411 -

size. Alt acconiltability for 'vocational edncators is Ilkely to inciease,,

0 :

If.employera badlytineed all of your dropOuts and graduates, they will )3e
. .

,,, .
.

concerned p,bout how well you teach all of xour students, hot just the cream . pf
..

0
t '' 1 .

,

-the cAl. --Wind agriqift'aral teachers in those high schools which are.already .

0. - .. ,. . ,

. . 4
,

too small can eltpect noillliediate'relief from essures to fire teachers and
1 .s'

. .

. -..
--
, .

coirsolleatvhigh ,sdhopls to adjust ,the dwindling en The- soonest that'
. ,

, ,

reliet can come t8 4§0, and it ma not come then if family size conti ues tp
4w 4 '

40 111hr ink, , '

. .

... ..

-,..,,!0...lirea, adtendarX.and pci - secondary ac ols appeal to hp the dilly volution '4

)*

"to provide, dA10140- economtcs of sc e% :This; in iurn, meat that the day of
.

the airicultdial. department' id nearly` gOne, replaced. by
. . .

.
. .

.... . .

NagriculturalPiteichr 'specialization, And a need to leer ' 1/ to compete with and, `

. _

/:

cooperf6-11,i' ers fiom oViler! vocational fields
.. ,

rt
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Economic Trend- s, Issues,',and New Directions In Ameridp

InTiat Troghosis

' year

Dennis R. Starleaf
Departdont,of Zconomlbs.
Iowa Siete University'

It

I

/

o' alb , I.

t:3' 1
. I.

AR

like rate of inflation has'beendgclining in the United States

or so. ThiA downswift'in the Ale of inflation will ltkely

for-the last

continue for

involved
,

at least another year and a half.; ir the United StateslOoes not become

,

in a major military conflict. I think that it islikely that

. a ,
,

, .

aggregate pricerist w111 average less than fli percent per
'

ten- to fifteen years.
os.

Exceostvely'stimulating Federal'monearliAand fiscal policieg were the

ati.

'fundamental causes 61 the rapid rate of infiandh'which milrhave experienced in- .

the note of

year over the next

.
the pastoseveral years..

harvest in 1972-73 and

Nethe reason thaour itif

-, .

4

,
(Holever, special factors%Apch aA poor world fond C-,

'

. ,

the *oration of.the OPEC' 011fcartel were a o,idpoitant.1,,

lation rate is now declining is thtdilnet ancf.fielcol,

f.

olicies hays,become less stibulating: The reason for My belief that-the rate
, . . .. - "

.

of inflation will be, relatively the next decade-1nd 'a half' is that,

our

,

.
1 0 ,

,., barrthg 'involvement in a military donflict, Federal, pdlicy makers a4e not
'V

.
.

likel
10

y,. return to excessively policies.
4F

.

a
. 1

,..

Unemployment. prognosis

g Sbe unedploymeht e
)

eight or nineltonths: The
'1 -.. .

c .

.41 undoubtedly cont ue fOr the next two or three years. Llowever, I'doubtf4ety

''. 1

.rate
.

nemployment ate will fall ben five percent within the

.
.

has been declining' in the Unit for 'the. last'
. ... :,'

... ..-

downward movement in the'unemplOyment.rate will .--- -- /

0

much that the

decade and
A.%

the libor force.

'-'
half; probably a erage

9en the current

abput as

. , 4
, .

,,
..

L

Composition of the U.-!.S. labor

about five

many people lookink

and ,.. . .:.halt
4

rcpeeltt of :. -.4

a
%, ''s . ,o

. -

)

korce, there 'are kobably 4

ffor joilka as therg are job vacangtes when
*

ft .45
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unemplOyment rate is around.five.perc.ent. I-believe that the only way we can

per the unemployment .rate elovf five percentfor any appreciable lengthro f time

4 .t

t"-1-\,LLwithout generating 4u unacceptable.rate of, inflation is to improve-the working

.

of the labor market so as to get people i40 jobs togethr more'guickly. falso
. ,

believe'that such improvemenrs in,the working othe labor market 'hre not likely

to rake, lace wAthin the next decad9/1'
4

Economic owthprokndsis

`I believe that the capacity of the J.

1.
dbAomy to produce_gdods and

4

services 'wril_grow less' rapidly' during the, xt decade and a half ,than it has

grown sineeple late 1950's. I doubt that this cepacity will grow by more

. than.aboutifoir 'percentlper year. The main bases for my belief are (1) the

' labor force'wili grow leo rapidly during the next ten,to'fifteen years than
e

, ' it has grOwn in the recent past and (2) energy and other raw materials will be --a'

P .

s
:,1e6aeasily available in the future than they have been in the last decade or two.

,o- , .

. Role of, the government i/economic affairs ar .
..

I ---,

,

/ ,.
i.

...,

.1-
'.. Federal'government purchases of goods and services currently amount to about

.t.'

r, W

,
.

eight percent. of the'U. 8.pross National Product. This is- as low as they have
A

' e 4 ,

ever been siacelhe end of World War II. (For example, F
.

. i
. .

s 4 i l'''S .
$

? _purchases absorbed more than, thirteen and- a half, percent of
go,

,

.. than twelve percent of GNP as late.as 1.968. Incontrast Federal' government
- 2..)

-----\ expenditures are eurreiltly An the neighborhood of kwenty-threo
,

percent of GNP
u

:.,

government

n 1958 and more

) ,

ID
'

,,and this is at ,high as they

Thedifferenbe between

!t

.

ransfer paftYaSns -(payments

, secur/ty.benefirs, veterans

have been in the post-war period, ,.

government expenditures and.,..purchLes is goVernient
\ r

, -
n A

f6Twillxii no services are'rendered such as ssicial ,

, .

. . )

benefits, welfare Paymen'ts, 'grants to statsancL4 , , . ,
Ai :

10C .1 goverrunents, interest on the' natinnai'debt, etc . ) .', Tli dramatic -",* . 7

.
7.

INN,
. '

s

dilfekence between the behavior of'Fedexal.government expenditures and pur-
.

-*.* '.' (

4

..
) chases in recent years illustrates the changing role of toe -Feder)k government- .1,

.

-in our edonomy. Through its transfer expenditures, the Federal government has

5 7
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Or

se

. '
q q

0
. . 0 .

a much stronger influence uponthe distribution of private incomes than ever
.

..
',

_ .

before and I doubt that'this -influenteyill diminiskwitillin the next decade

or two:
.

-.

The Federal governpient has also increased i direot regulation of private

I ,

economic activity in.recent years (e.g., the eation of the Environmental
.- -

ft.

. . .

Protection AgeAgency add the passage of legiliatio

_,

signed to improve on-the -joh
.-

. 4,

salety and health envio4ments.). Although Prgs dent eFord and ot4irs"ave
.

, ,:,1, .

advocated the elimination or at least the relaxation of some govetnmental
. 1

e

regulations of business (particularly when the effects of the regulations appear

,
r

to - protect individual firms from the rigors ofCapetition in the market place),

I doubt that there will-beAny significant decreaSe in governmental regulatiod
)

of pfINTrate producers ins -the years a ead:

.
, .

4
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SOCIAL TRENDS, ISSUES AND NEW DIRECTIONS-1N AMERICA AND 1 76-WORLD
.

/*"."
-,Douglas Ensminger

Professor, Rural Sociology'
University of Missouri 7.-COlumbia

7.

.
. . - -

. . ,

.

While I assume responsibility for the 'selection and Oding of the

social ttNids and igsue included in this ' "working' paper'," I want to

acknowledge the ass istance givien.sit by thirty colleagues representing- a
° "4

wide range of deeciblines and. positions. I am'especially indebted to my

Son, Dr. W. Douglas .Ensminger,Ensminger, Associate Pastor,fFirst Presbyterian Church,
# 0

-

Beloit, Wisconsin, for the depth of-insights on religion ar the church.

.Though the
,

the:temptation to to

AI

st might be longer ,xhan one would "11, r have resisted

olidate OD
!

arrange on a basis of importance,- What is_
significant is that all the trends and iT1>lhaled are identifiable.

The impact' or these rends on,the future Mayobe cleariuredictoble for somei

and td others highly speculative\

SOCA. VALUES

1. -The present generation of young people is less concerned about
success measured in economic The' are moving toward more humanistic
values, expkessig concern fdr others and seeking a simplerway of life.

2. There is'a trend,toward earlier and earlier retirement, shorter
hours, yith' increased emphasis.on 'leisure time..., Following retirement,

many will seek opportunities for significant community invblvement; and
increasing numbers will move tOWerd second and third positions.

, - - b. . ., n

3...U.S..is moving towardpbre cOnservativ thought.
qti

4:-`,Both leaders -and.

the dangers, of technology
technology, When applied,

the general public arlsexpressing concern about
and increasingly4queseionwhether or not.all
will be i4 the best interest of society-

restating inglowerbace and5. Econonlic pressureg will; subside,

greater value on I.eisure.

6. The trend toward a clash society
especially between intellectuals and blue

in: the U.S. 11111 continue,
Collar workers.'

7. If)gur traditional value of people based on performance is to
prevail, pebple need to have evidence they will be rewarded on the basis
of performance and not becausetheY are membets Of,either an elite or
minority group.

Irk
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%
8.. With4spect to the aging, our scale of ,fteue$ is wrong. We. ove

people from full employment to social security witb half the income.
4 *

* : 9. Increas ingly,, our valued and cultural; responses to whatke believe
and will accept 'v being shaped by the media.'

v!..

10. TiAMoral fiber of America continues to degenerate indicating
institutionalan ndividual weakness. 's

.

A

'
.

11. ...Am imports alue issue facIng'America is thatof free'ihoice
versus social 'control .

. .,
'1:

12. The large cQroporations having, control averjmassive wealth lack
,..

concernconcern and ate motivated almost exclusilzelY by monetary values..
..0

13. .Attitudes of discouragement, aisenchantmefit,an k'oftruse.in
Amerianare widespread. Theie'is a general teed of respect property . .a
and rights of others. -

INSTITUTIONS IN GENERAL
-

iP ',

r11. InstiEu4pns in general are self-centered, self-serving and lack
.

"
0 s

the capacity for individuals to'partiCipate in change .

. .

,.2. Insti t. ions lack the "capacity to .tale a long, MA. 'Their.
interest is, he and now and-in preservation of their present status.

.' -
,. vi00

,

3. Whereas in the sixties foung people rebelled against'instit
an0 establishments, they are today working for change within theA.nst
structures. '

.
. . . -'

.

_

.
, . . '. . .

4. Distrust in bigness; be it gdvernment, corpora:tan, institut
. .

universities or area-wide higher education systems, is widespread in

uti.6ns
,

itUtional
'

ion .

thg t.S. ,

. 5. Institutions do hot today envision TOsiii4.tbles fcu.

. - . 4 .
6. IntittitiOns provide no meaningful moray tar people in

expre themselves up tothe'fime of their death. .: -,;':,:..t.

c) , ea ,
. . .,

. None of our institutions knOWs how to manage death:,. -, '.

women'.

retqemetttv to

THE FAMILY AS AN INSTITUTION

1. World Tressures for a more equitalie sharing of theworld's resources
and the increasing cost of energy will compel families'to accept a 16'SA mater-
ialistic and lower level oNlivLng., . . .rK

4
.

, ..
. . - ,

2. Morals wilontinue to be defined by socie4 out 9f
,

crisis w!theleslp
.

,

emphasis on the institution-of marriage for sanctioning sex relations.
, 4

3. The family as an institution will be, under nteailng stress as men
and women seek equal status and roles. This will be most pronounced in pro-
fessionally oriented men and women.

4. Following ari increased.Aharing of controls within 'the family and_
the toles of women become pore dominant, the family will be undet ncreasing
ressure to Meet the emotional needs of;thai family.

.1;
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.
,

.

3

, l's.

5. While the family as a value'oriented institution has been, drifting,
it is Still the basic Institution concerned with instilling `and
values. . .

.00F
., 'N. 14k

6. Whereas in the traditionakAmerican family women played the key role
in vransmittidg values, with women now playing competing roles with men,
value respolisibilityAithin the family will.increasinglybe shared by both
men and women. .. -41 .

,

*

\

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

g., 1. ANnces in science and technology requite greater applied emphasis
in technology in post-secondary education. Emphasis on-- app -lied technology,

seems likely to be the primary.role of juffiorcolleges in the future.
Sar

1
. ...,,

a
. 0

10
2. Higher ed peatd on is losng'itf.power base.

. 11:- 4.... .

I. .Higher education till i the uregive higher priority to minorities .

and the aged. . .

4. As financial pressures heighten, public supported higher education
will shift from present emphasis on aacessibility and a right to all .students,
to discriminating-in terms 9f those who can.meet entrance require4nta and
profit .froM highereducaen.

P

5.; Intigher education, the need will intensify to prepare students
)intellectually and for them to apply their intellect. in economic, social,

cultural'and political pursuits.
,

',Because of the.complpxities of the ptoblems ahead, there will be
greater need for broad based liberal arts education in contrast to narrow'
vocational and technical education:

The danger is that educatiA is being equated with jobs rither than
with helping students find a large mearsure of self-fulfillment. ,.

. .
/ '.

The,need will be for greater intellectual skills-instead of technical ..
skills.

,-1

6. When thinking about education for women students, it will be wise to
visualize those who seek equality of roles with men likely moving through
two to tree career paths. .

.

7. In the U.S., the` nstitutions of higher learning could, if had
national policies in support, contribute significantly to reducing une4loYment
by-lengthening the timespent,in a university. The alternative could be
public works ptograms.

'8. The universit ies lack the-buill-in insqtutianal,meehanism to think
differently about the future thanitSeAlid in the past; and therefore* they
continue to petceive their roles in the future, as being a continuation of the

.past.
4

, 9. Because of financial constraints now real -in higher education',
universitiss will be'compelled ta%limit offerings and will be leas compre-
hensive irrofferings.

61
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10. Higher education will be les4krigid in defining its role to serve

a narrow age group and will offer more non -traditional programs for adults

and the aged. 4 4.
11. The U.S. appears to be at sea, lackimg g4li and priorities for

education. .
12. The treacifin higher edukation is toward larger and larger educational

complexes which, in turn, have less and less built-in institutional competence

to change. ' .4"

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
,

-

1. Religion and4phe'church as an-institution are here to stay.

2. Since the .churches have historically'functioned as being supportive
of our Americarrway of'life, it logiPally follows as Alerica becomes more ,

conservative, so will the church. The recent growth in church membership

in the U.S. is from the conservative denominations.

3. _TheAurcb has lost its.dominance'in value4formulati6vn! But faith

in educational institutions tq take over .value roles bas also declined.

.4. The disenchantiint of uth with religion, as expressed in the' ,

sixties, has 'subsided.

Accordingto a Gallup Poll in 19757-nation-widrchurch-going
remainekat the same level as.the four previous, years, with 4Gpercent of

adults attending church oP synagogue in a'grVen week. ,

,
.

. ..
. .

.

As many young adults (18 to 2§ years 61d) as older Pelople Partici-

. pated'in religious activities otter than church sivices in the test week.
' '

..

, e,

5. Traditionally, the churches role has been to be sup4Ortive,of the,

American way of life and cultural valuAs. This willbcontinue:nd the chureh
will increasingly seek opportunities to serve as a prophet-on 'social issues'

and ills. The church will tend to identity the American way Of life with

the Kingdom Of God. . -,

6. Campus ministries have fallen on hard times Ikrgely.because campus

ministers were involved with student uprisings durthet% sixties.

,
.

-v The piesent generation of students sees the campus ministry as'
.

spiritually bankrupt.
.

7. TUechurch will play an increasingly uniquesinternatiOnal role
supported by.a minority who will speak out.and involve the church in inter-.4

Illitional commitments.

-8. fihile the trend'in church membership in relation, to total population

is likely to continue, there-is .strong evidence to suggest'a trend towatd
increasing comMitment of'members td religion and the church with implications

of a more influential role of the church in the future.

.o.
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ISSUES HAVING SIGNIFICANT AND IMPLIE3 NEW DIRECTIONS FOR AMERICA AND THE:WORLD

1. Given the western-outlook-which is inward and void of understanding
of tfie long history of our development as a major industrial nation, the

people inthe .S. have littlekunderstanding of the interdependence of U.S.
industrialization, agricultural development and America's high materialistic

level of living with the mineral resources of the world.
r

2. American agricultural institutions are self-centered and not tuned to.
woad issues. American agriculture lacks a unified and effective power base
to part4cipate in formulating national agricultural policies and to be suppor
tive of interrelating American agricultural policies and world issues.

3: Needed in America is a broadening and deepening of understanding of
the role world trade can have in improving the economy of the Developing
Countries, and the interdependence of.the state of the U.S.'s'economy and-
that of the Devdloping,Countries throughout the world.

14411,

4. Whereas in the past the U.S. has .1; een a high consuming society, in the.
future we will need o move tOward more saving -- -both in the monetary and the

material elements of living. We willvmove awayfrom being a-"throw away society"
to a recycling society. #

5.; Whereas today the pople in the U.S k tend to assume science and tech-
nology can solve all problems, in thg futuN we will'come to understand that
the problems of both the U.S. and the tiorld will become increasingly complex
and will be a mixture of social, economic and political forces.

6.- A major social issue of the future is to initiate a change in the
role of technology. Our prisent orientation is that an serves technology;
needed is for technology to serve m n.

7. Because of ,the gro

institutions and governmen
have fewer and fewer options

The big'issue will be how to become accustomed to making major
complex decisions in a changing world Which will increasingly be influenced
by social, economic and political variables.

'8. The American,public is generally indifferent to both national and

international issues. People's basic concern is for self, not that of humanity:,

complexity of problems, major decisions facing
1 be, management decisions. individuals will

for free choice.

1

9. The unwillingness of eConomid classes, both wlitim the U.S. and the
weOld, to work together to improve the quality of life for all the people
'seems likely to persist,in_the future. . ,

10.' On' the world scene, the riskFili, be ever present to resolve World
problems through explosion of atomic bombs. Restraints, compromise and sharing

...-4

of resources must through UN be pressed as alternatives to the bomb.
..

'11. The media; which places emphasis on,the "senaacional" as headline '

stories, is contributing to the public's inadequate understandi4 about
complex'issue4 and.problems.'

The growth in wealth anc.1,41,4.tical power of .large corporations

has aided in moving ,U.S..increasing4y toward a.controlled society.
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13. As the U.S. moves toward zero population gowth, we can anticipate
far reaching institutional, as well as economic, social and political,
implications. ; .

14., It would seem to be inevitable that socialization will continue
both within the U.S. and the world, and that government will be looked to
for providing more services.

15. Government regulations in the U.S. are today strangling individual'
initiative of small enterprises and creating unemploym*nt.

16. Th;ough application.of intermediate technology and labor intensity,
'small acreage units in the U.S. will Increase; d added numbers of families
will thReby improve their quality of life:

.-

17. A population trend having far reaching implications is the marked
gtowth in.the number of older persons and a declining birth rate.

On the basis trf\current,estimates of lengthening life expectancy
and a birth rate that, is barely at
population is expected to increase
decade. The population age 75'and
of the population as a'whole.

-
By 1990; the dependency ratio, or the number.of workers per

retired person, will drop from 4.6 -ro 35.
4.

replacement level, the median age Of the
by six years !to 34;8) over the next
older will grow by 2 1/2 times the rate

The shift in fge structure may'requfre a re-examination cilloketire-
ment age policies. -

.

18. n general, social programs both in the U.S. as well as the Developing
Countries,' are today evaluated on the basis of their economic viability. Many
needed cial programs should be accepted as requiring subsidies, simply for the
contrib tion they maketo.improving the quality of li4e..

. The trend toward concentration of population in urban areas and the
?tinge areas of metropolitan cities will Continue both in the U.S.. and
throughout the world.

410

The,crisis of the cities will continue until the political and
ecological boundaries are coterminous.

E
20. Women are one of each nation's bes&.and underused resources.

,Because of the cultural influences that have placed women-in their traditional
role 't will take a longtime for society to accept competing roles with
me nd for wain* to achieVe signiffCantly more open and productive roles.

21. iace" relations in the U.S. will continue to improve. 'Edonomic
opportunity will,'more than'any other factor, contribute to improved relations. .

Our objective must be to wdrk for arviricreasingly open society.

22 Alcoholism is a majOr. social problem in America. T4re is growing
acceptance of drinking:

.

23. The continued use !pd abuse of drugs by both young people and adults
is an intense social problem in the U.S.

.
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24. America's early and persistent commitment to work ethics is
changi 'in that increasing value is being placed on work being self-satisfying
and in e being an increasing quest for leisure. But work continues to be

"71- a 'hig valu in America in getting ahead.

25. Thro shout American history, many traditionalismf have given way to
national programs and again assert themselves. One such traditionalism which
,is again assertitg itself is-, "return to the people" the right and responsibility
`to manage programs which directly impinge on their daily lives.

A worldwide issue, .prevalent in America, is the complex contra-
diction in values related to -the abundance and persistence of poverty.

27. Achie3iing a higher quality of life has become' anobject \id of most
workers in Americalages and fringe benefit sy tem, rather than how hard
one works on the "job,4Iire dominant in how the American dream is realized.

46.. Since few significant social'changes come about without crisis,
vioienceNwill continue to be an integral part of-theprocesS' of black-white,
minority accomodations and integration of schools and holing.

29. PrsSures will mount in both the U.S. and.throughout the world in
support of equality of opportunity and'quality.of life.

30. The U.S. faces a period of conflicting social desires, lower
expectation and economic domination by those who.control mass wealth.

31. There is today at all levels of governmentnational, state and
local--an inlbalance between what the people-expect of government andivhst the
people can and will pay for the demanded serviced%

fib

32. For the Developing Countries as well as Americi7uinflatioh adds to
thel burden of the poor and intreases the percentage of people who live in
poyerty. Thisprocess will breed discontent and lead to political turmoil
and violence.

33. Water is likely to be America's major problem for domestic, industrial
and agricultural use. Water'can be expected to create major environmental
and.politicalktensions.4

Given the trend of .continuous population mobility, there will be
a c' ontinuous weakening of-community identification with neighbbrs, problems
and issues of the area of residence.

i ..

.° 35. The U.S. farm population will, level off at about 3 to 4 million but
with increased stratification. .

Or

Commercial farmers will be between 1 and 2.percen U.S.theof\t
poptlation. The'commercial farmer will be without a power base and will be a
unique social.phenomenon. .

...\' .. ,

_ 36. The trend in America is toward conservatism, especially among the
labOring class. ''

&am

37. The world's population-food-energy crisis brings to the f
the present by state of humanistic values in the U.S.,

65
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38. The.U.S. is no different from the Developing Countries when it
Alisp

comes to 'those who control massive wealth perf)etuating class struggle.

39. The U.S..is presently creating a class of people who control ma
dj4wealth, made possible by windfall profits and tax loopholes. -.

40. Institutions throughout the, U.S. are not adequately involving
people in formulating policies for sharing food with the world's needy and
for-the world's resources to,be more equitably shared with the world community.

41. On a worldwide basis, we talk for improving quality. of life; but
nations are committing more and more of their budgets for arms.. The nations'

( that are massing great profits from sale of resources are now,investing their
nevrwalth. in arms and will increasingly exert control over the world:-

42. Our of frustration about such issues as the growing population, how
to feed the world and the by-passed people, the Americanpeople are concluding,
they can do nothing, an& therefore, are accepting the world's illswith an
attitude of indifference..,

4MW

43. America and.the-world lack great leaders essential to inspire us to
greatness.

44. The U.S. isnow in a post-industrial era, with about 1/3 of the
people employed in manufacturing industries.

.
We are rapidly becoming a service-oriented sggiety. A Servdte-

b
oriented society means more,, not less government. Within a service-oriented
society, there will be more and more confiontation between special interest
gioups, such as occurred be;ween the labor unions and agriculture Over the
sale of Nheat to Russia.

41

45. On a worldwide basis, w6 can expect deepened tension between the.
have and have,pot nations.

411,

46. For the U.S. to be effective. in foreign affairs, it is essential
that the American people have a sense of participating, through their elected .

will be fo the American people to understand back of th
representatives, in formulatitg.U.S.foreign policy. Of equal importance e

foreign policies of the.foreigni,governments. e4ot

47. If the world community is to succeed in prOiding the conditions
to improve the quality of life-foPall.thf-peoplerthe U.S. should join in
changing priorities from expenditures for arms'to experalditures to eradicate

,poverty. World poverty must beaccepted as a.social. disease, and its
eradication must be tackled in much the same way.the world community joined
'in wiping out smallpox. 4

q

N
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CONTRIBUTIbNS OF ACRlCULTURAL.BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIES TO STATE,

NATIONAL, AND WORLD ECONOMIES

Harold Halcrow
Department of Economics

University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign

For optimum development of the 1. S. economy, the new directions

in education must Work toward greater rural-urban interaction and.under-

standing. This involves a mole complete grasp-of the interdependence-among

the sektors of griculture,and between agriculture and other industry. The
.

.

task is to more completely _understand how local and state issues integrate

with growth and prosperity3in our nation and the world. e4
The strength and growth of agriculture-and food production since

the early 1920'a have been built on the advances in ienc9,

managedent, strongly Supported by a -dynamic growth in agricultural busi-

ness and industry. The land base has expanded scarcely atall, and the number

of people required to manage and labb5,pn'our farms and ranches has declined,

In a real sense,-it is the growth in agricultural business and industry that .

has put scientific discoveries into use,'expediting advanEes in productivity

on the farm and in our entire food system. The agribusiness firms that serve
1

farders and ranchers have transformed new tectaogical developments such as

improved seeds,- fertilizers, and pesticide, into practical-production inputs,

thus making them widely available. 'These-inputs have increased labor

ciency steadily, To and rstand the bdsis for growth and prospe4ty in,agri-

culturakbusiness and'ind is to grasp a majbeitart of the sigthicant

development potent gal of our society.
,

. ._. Agricultural biainess and industry has made,essentially three contrir
.

N , .
, ., .

butions to the'T.S. economy' First total output of two and one-half times
.. ''' ..

. .

since the early 1420's.cdorresponds'with the simultaneous development of agri-
J -

ctltural cpoperatives and priVatehusiness in the agricultural service indus-
,
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tries and in tie processing and marketing bf farm products. Second,

agricUlturAl business and-industry has contributed to the ch4nge in economic

structure our society. Resources Have been saved and transferred_for produc-

tivity,outside of agriculture. At the same time, both farm and nonfard firms
411.

have declined in number-mild increased in size. AlthoughpbCall the societal

/
effects of this change have been desired or are desirable, on balance wmuch

more efficient system has been developed t- hat As ser14 the nation much otter -

than'it did tp, the past. Third, the growth in agricultural'business and

industry has contributed greatly to a nigh level of living based on an abundande

of food, to more than $20 billion of commercial exports from agriculture, and

to a potential for substantial food aid to developin(ountries
r
in Asia, Africa,

c

and South America. )

In the future ways must be found for agricultural business and industry

to operate most efficiently and still save essential minerals and other resources.

Although the total energy used by the entire farm-food'system has been estimated
.

to be only'13 to 14 percent of all energy used in America, totaliood -system

energy has been increasing. Certain parts of the system-r-espeaially'farming,

food processing, fetigeration, and cookingare highly dependent on petroleum

and natural-gas, whiL are expected to be most critical in supply. Intrene in

#

Ifarm output and.thefood supply i closely correlated with the entire growth of .

1

the agricultural business and industry/complex. To get growth in this systed
/

while1still conserving essential basic resources will be extremely difficult.

More attention lust be paid to_the type4.of balance.wantedbetween rural

and urban society inpterms of the economy, the concentration of population in

the cities, and the support for rural- community development. In. terms of our

gross national product, allocations for rural development have been scarcely

measurable, except .for support of agricultural credit:services, rural elskri- I

fication, and special area programs such as TVA.

'A broader and deeper understanding is needed_ofthe.relationship; of the 4
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United Stated to world edonomies. Such an understanding can avoid WasrefeI
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efforts such as we have made Au this past or can lead. the nation into tore

llk helpiUl and productive endeavorgt Food.deficits of` the developing.nations

.

e, ' -' i
..-

will'incfease in_fhe future., Howww-41 the dhit ed Statesjespond. in terms
6 a

of national policy? Answers to such questions,will determine What contrit;

butiops agriculturarbullir and industry, will make to ourcielfare in,the

^
future, how it. will be made, and,mho will benefit. Finding the, pswers is

one fo the challenges for our educational, systemin tqlp years ahpdd.
.
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Tends, Iss ues a d New Direptions in.American .
Education

i ...
ok i '

Ralph W.
Science Research Associates

Chicago, Illinois

Tre ds 1.. r

.
maw

1.1 stable populat . - -.

A .

4.2' Stable economy without marked"inPreased support' for 'education.,

. 1.5 Initial erosion of,the-educational experienc6s provided outside
of school, followed by efforts to rebuild the total educational

system, ,;t
-.._ .4

\ ... ,

;.
. ' .

1.4 Continuedincrease in emplOyment inthe'service secto-r'with
. -

reductions.in the material product sector.

125 Cofitinuing- relatiV/y high level o unemployment in the

private sector. ` ,

1.6 Increase in nunibers'invollin in continuing education.

t;
1.7.0pantinuing concern for the education the "disadvantaged,
1"fRr education for career and occupdtionaldevelopment, for

' "character education,' for effective iraiihition of yet.m..into

constructive'edult roles. 4 4

2. Luts
r

,

2.1 Level.of financing, for public schoolb and colleges.

2'..2 Ways of rebuilding. the "comprhensive education pitet."
i' - ''.

. . -..

,.

I

411. 2.3 'Developing new patterns' of eduCatiOn for adults hile quality

As.maintained. . ,
.

-

*.. . .

*,.
,

' 2.4 l'illhe her to establish special ichOols..for ,the' gift d and the
disadvantaged. , w .

.- "..

' -

2.5 Role. of schools an4colleges, in occupational education.
. .

2-6 'Responsibility, of the non -schoolhPamMtinity'igdncies and
institutions for'the educatiokttchildren.anti.toulth":,

' 1

.F
-.

3. New Directions
.

. .

13.1 Community and metropolitan Councilsle educational- planning
and-governance.

.

3.2 Non-traditional pro rams of continuing ecipcdtion.,

7()
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3.3 Special task forces in schools and colleges to attatk

7-----'critical problems. '.
. .

3.4 Dtvenpment patterns for sharing financial stkport.
0

',MO, Management by objectives applied to educational prograMa.

.
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IESPONSIpILITIES OF LISTENING' PANEL

0 '1

..

4

,

The Listening Ii.anel was asked .td carry out two tasks.

these tasks were to

,

.

; 4"' ,
a

. .
,

1.

1. Identify futpreldevelopments and directions in the,'
fields of education,-agriculture, psychology, busi-
neds, sociology,1 morality, and:economics-thmt will
affett agriculttire and agribudfnes4 education in.
Imia in tknex one'or two decades'. More speci-

the panelists should describe those aspects'
of,dach anticiplted development that bear most sig-
nificantly on agrieulpare and agribusiness education.

.

.

2. :Develop 'a, list 0T implications for, changes in agxi-
culture amd sgribusinesm.educatiOn programs ,based
.upon future developments and directions as describe&
in the disciplimes.,above..

r
, r

4
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!FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND DTRECITONA
. ..,'

:, 6 ..'
Identified'by

The Listenini'Panel
. Project 2006 Fblit.TM%

p.

.4 , . . ,

In order to make s more readily analyzed listiligure developments
and directions, the p ct staff div ded this repo; the listening
panel into sevbn'areas. These areas we e. on-farm;agribalturaldevelop-'
ments and directions; off-farm gricultu developments and directions;

educational developments and di tctions4 ocio1og4a1 developments aild

-,.., directions; ecpnomic,developmen s and di ectiohs;' ecological deveIbpments
;land' directions;_ and.p4itical d veipp is 'and directions. ,

. ,

i' 1
, .
, ,

,, No attempt was made to! ran rderhesedevelppments and-directions
--,in terms qf their relative importance. ' . : . '

1
I. On-Farm Agricultufal Developments nnd D ectipns

1. Farming will continue to become a mere complex busiffess.

2. 'The number and political power base of commercial farmers will -

decrease.

'3, -The'numbeeof family farm corporations twill' continue to grow. '
.

4. -There is Via- continuing yield revolution in the prpduC'tiori of

crops and livestock.

II._ Off-Farm Agricultural Developments and ,DirePtions

. i
1. Theke will be a continuing rapid. explosion of, agricutural- .

i

)
technical knowledge. . a

.

. f

2.' here will be fewer and larger agricultural marketing and supply
-,r . servite organizations. ' . .

.4., ,

' ,3.-. There will be an increasing number of peopiegoirig into agmieul-,

,..

sturallmelated.occuOntion"who 4o, tilt have agriculturallack-

I -

grounds:

a-'

fi
fII. Educational Developments and Directions

:-

t

1. There will,be continued concern of education for the disadvantaged.'

i'A There will be continued' concern"of education foricareer and ;pc-
%IP

cupational development. '' , ,

;', *.
i_ .

. , ." \-.. ,
,

-.. % .

(
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,3. There will be 'continued concern of education character

development.

4004.--

4. There. will be continued concern or education for effective.

transition of youth into' adult` roles.. - 1

5. The. management by objectives ajproach will be increasingly used

in .conducting.educational programs

'6, .Commtkity,'area, and metropolitan councilsAlleducational
planning and governancemill become increasingly important.

7. 'Levels of fidancing public,schoOls will continue to be pressured.

More decision, making- skills will be taught in schools.

The cost-bedefit ratio, in-career-selection way undergo substantial

change.

will bp.a major change in vocational guidance.

Testing bf ca placement and seleotion 1 continue
4

ALL
40

011".
to face strong grit

12. There will be more competition between agrriculturaf education -and
other vocational education programs.

S.

. ,

Duevto future decreases in high chool enrollments in 1he United

States, there will be consolidation of schools and/or school clos-.

ing$.

14., Safety education wills become a more important part of school cur-

.rieula. " . Y

15. Modular scheduling with Semester and/or quarter courses will con-

'tine to grow At the highs school level.

IV:. SOci4Ogical DeVelopments and Directions- 4
'.

.... t- )
. 1. Pressure groU0s1' '0:

A. Consumerinhuencesvill calitinue to increase, and consumer-
'gressu4es,wili'cohtinua_for cheap food and fiber.

,

B. There w1,11-be an incrbasing infldbnce of the mans media upon
., / 4. . agriculture.. .- / :

. i

"Ph-
C. Special interest groups will ha;Id''increasinginfluence-on.

governmental iklicy, decisions, and,actionsu
i .

.. ,

DA Agricu ure will becomeincreastngly involved with other
so sal. groups (e.g. mjnOrities, orginiied:labor, etc. )%

.

...-
2 -Women WU .serve a More active role, both in numbers and-in status.

,3-

-i. Wly retirement will Continue to result in wastgcLhuman resources.
,

u4., hs,;renffmi toward concentration of population in urban 4nd suburban

ar4a!will'conLnue.
.

J

. ' :1..°
. r

9
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5. The United States will become a less production and more service
oriented society.

.6. A shorter work Week, especially for ithe blue collar worker, wili\
continue.

7, Society will change as aresult of, energy availability and'use.

8. There will be more aCcrtgiting% certifying, and licensing in all
phases of agrisUlture and society.

9. There will be cOntinded efforts to solve problems ty organization
and reorganization.,

. .
10. There will be a continual emerging of atclass structure in the'

United States.

I

:EconOmic Developments and Directions

*a(

(

1. Continuing inflation.is causing more hunger and more malnutrition

t
than lack of food per se.

.

2. The 'rate of inflation will decrease and stabilize dring the next'

10-15 years assuming that the,United Statedoes not become.in--

volved in any major ConVicts-

3. The unemployment rate {gill decline to not less
three years, And it will probably stabilize at
and jobs can be brought together more efficien

r 4. The interdependence of U. S. Industrializationgrow., -

than 5% in two to
51/2Z unless people

tly.

will continue to

5. The United States population and economy 4.7.1.stabilize without
marked increase in support for education.

6. .WorldtradOGill continue to expand in agricultural groducts.

7'. New occupatiOns or new forms.of existing occupations will continue
to emerge.

I "

VI. Ecological Developments.and Directions

1. Energy and raw materials will become less easily-avallablei

', '2. The U. S. is moving from a consuming to a recycling society.

Water willincreasingly become a majoitesource,prob lem.

t

.44 040
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VIII Political Developments and Directions

1. Special interest grodps will have increasing influence on the
government.

2, There wil; bi greater governmental regulation of agriculture.

World-wide deepened tensions between "have" and "have ndt"
peoples will continue.

1N

4. Political pressure's will continue for cheap food, and fiber:

There will be sJifts in governance to more decentralized forms
( e.g. federal to state, state to county).'

77 ,
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IMPLICATIONS OF FUTURE.DEVELOPMENTt ANDDAIRECTIONS
I

Listening Pariel Report

Project 2000 Forum

Based on the preceeding lists of future developments and direc-'

tions, gle following ifplications were identified.

I. implications for Prole Restructuring':

1. 'Programs riust-e based upon local community' needs.

2
441.

There must be instructional emphasis is locating and using
available infortation,resources.

3. Those engaged in agriculture will have to be more aware of the
various interest groups in society. '

4. Students must be exposed to the beliefs and concerns of the vari-
ous segments of society which have a bearing on the Way in which
food is produced.

5. ,Public supported education will be expected to do more and more,
but will not receive more money,.

Schools should provide more emphasis on moral,social, and
economic values.

7. There is a greater need for post-secondary and continuing education
in agriculture.

B. Agriculture and agribusiness.education must serve both woral arid
urban populations.

a

9. Inten/tve instruction must be provided to meet the special needs
of commercial farmers.

10, There needs to be greater emphasis in instruction in areas of
agrieulibral services.

11. evaluation of the program must be made in terms of realistic
short and long goals

12. EduCapional experiences must be, provided in agriculturally related,
avocational and recreational activities.

13; Aeleast part of, the program in agriculture and agribusiness.
cation must prepare and fit into non-formal'delivery systems.

4
14. Year -round educational opportunities must be expanded.

15. There will be, increased emphasis on multiple mamdepartments'of,
agriculture and agribusiness education.

16. There is a need to further restructure the agrid4ltural compre,.
hensive educational system.

k
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II. Implications for Curriculum:

Subject Matter Content:

1. There needs to be increasing instructional emphasis upon e try-
exist problems, organizational agreements; use of credit, r-

keting, zoning, computers, record keeping, and the decision;
making process.

2. There needs to be increasin&instryctional emphasis upon con-
sumer demands and other forces that affect farm operationd such
as prices, controls, legislation, taxes, imports, and exports.

3. There needs to be increasing instructional emphasis upon basic
reading.'writing, and speaking skills, and the ability to di'S7-
cern the difference between fact and fiction. ,Students must
learn to dealoligth the mass media,,and learn' how to use it.

4. Instruction shotild be provided in genetics, liveitoek nutrition,,

,crop nutrition, disease and pest control, management practices,
and physiology.

5. Better input management ( e.g. machinery. fuel, fertilizer,
teaching wilfrbe needed for youth and especially for adult an
young farmers.

6. More instruction and emphasis on preventative maintenance
machinery will be needed.

7. Governmental ...4gulations must be explained to
as the effects which those regulations have on
decison making practices.

8. There needs to be greater emphasis o resource
enviroamental control.

9: More opportunity' must be provided for'leadership development and
cooperative group activitiew-

students, as well
the farm business

4

conservation and

Understandiu and' Appreciation Development:

The curriculum should incluN

(a) Understanding of trends, problems
food production and distribution.

i.and issues world

(b) Dispelling the/dea that the U. S. flimer can feed the:--
world.

(c) Consideration Of possibilities of sharing our resources
to help developing countries help themselves.

Students will need to realize the impact of the technology.that they
use,- not only oq intreaay production efficiency, but.on all other
avenues, _of society.

b
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3. Students need to ,be taught better methods of jobselection so that.
thy Will select jobs which aresatisfyipg to,them.-

4. Students must be made acquinted With the different forms ofir .

energy available.
1

5. Agriculture and agribusiness education must place greater em-
phasis on-the interdlpendence of agriculture and otilelphases
of the U. S. and Worldeconomies'.

6. Students must be taught to c&npare the relative.benefit of col-
lege .training in agriculture versus the opportunitycsto enter tt

farming or agribusiness directly, utiliOng vocational.aAricul-
ture and other recurrent education programs.

7. Agriculture and agribVsiness educatiod should remain cognizant
of changes in energy cost and supply.

8. Agriculture and agribusiness education should consider theiripm,t1-
output ratio in agriculture production.

III. Implications for Teaching Approaches ,

1: Agriculture and agribusiness education sho d have a principles
and practices oriented curriculum (formany studentS there should-
be increased empheSis upon biology and chemistrxt.

2. A morehumanistic approacli may be needed.

3. Agiiculture and agribusiness education should make more effective
use\nf resource petsons, especially retirees with special quali-

A ficaions.

4. Agriculture and agribusiness education should expand oecuRatianal '

experience programs.
4

5. Agriculture and agribusiness education will continue to utiliie
the following kinds of skills and techniques: exploration .01.
agriculture, related career options,.problearwsolving, goal IFt-
ting, the Study of altefhativesin resource management, judging - lob

contests and other FFA4actiyities. .

6. More guidance responsibilities will be given to individual agri-
culturak teachers. . 40 1

,

a

. Note:' These implications were placed n their .respectiv lotegories
by the floject.staM . .

JP.
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